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Sommario
Introduzione
Negli ultimi anni agenti e sistemi multiagente sono stati a lungo oggetto di studio (e lo
sono tuttora) in centri di ricerca accademici e non per via dei contributi ai settori
dell’ingegneria del software e dell’intelligenza artificiale. Diverse piattaforme e linguaggi di
comunicazione sono stati inventati ed testati per far sì che i cosiddetti agenti software
potessero interagire, comunicare e perseguire determinati obiettivi. Un enorme lavoro di
standardizzazione (fondamentale per una coesione globale tra entità interagenti) è stato
condotto dalla comunità FIPA [FIPA], che si è preoccupata, in anni di ricerca, di
promuovere ogni sorta di standard per agenti, da standard architetturali a standard sui
protocolli di trasporto, da standard sugli atti comunicativi a standard sui linguaggi di
comunicazione.
Questo lavoro di tesi verterà soprattutto su problematiche di comunicazione tra agenti, in
particolar modo su comunicazioni di gruppo di tipo affidabile. La tipologia di
comunicazione standardizzata dalla FIPA, infatti, considera quasi esclusivamente
interazioni di tipo uno-ad-uno, anche perché concepita sin dall’inizio come indirizzata verso
una singola entità, piuttosto che verso un gruppo di agenti. In ogni caso, noi crediamo
fortemente che interazioni di gruppo possano essere una forte prerogativa in società
composte da agenti, così come lo sono per società composte da individui in carne ed ossa.
Tanto per citare un esempio, così come un docente in un’aula universitaria è libero di
interloquire con una classe di studenti, alla stessa maniera agenti software dovrebbero essere
in grado di considerare come eventuali recettori dei propri messaggi non solo entità singole,
ma anche gruppi di entità.
Partendo da lavori di ricerca precedenti sulla comunicazione di gruppo, siamo giunti alla
conclusione che questo tipo di comunicazione debba essere vista come un complemento ad
una comunicazione di tipo uno-ad-uno, piuttosto che la sola soluzione alle problematiche di
interazione tra agenti. In questo lavoro proponiamo diverse forme di interazione di gruppo,
considerando gli agenti software (come d’altronde lo sono gli umani) come entità aventi
completa libertà di scelta sul tipo di comunicazione che meglio caratterizzi le loro necessità.
Difatti, scenari diversi richiedono modi diversi di trasferire informazioni; così come tra gli
esseri umani incontri fatti di persona sono considerati in maniera differente da incontri fatti
con un mezzo di comunicazione quale il telefono, in società composte unicamente da agenti
differenze simili dovrebbero essere supportate.
Muovendo dal fatto che, secondo il modello precedentemente esposto, gli agenti debbano
avere completa libertà nella scelta del loro modo di comunicare, crediamo che molto più
debba essere proposto nella direzione di una comunicazione di gruppo rispetto a quello che
è stato fatto fino ad oggi (che in ogni caso riguarda per lo più una comunicazione di tipo
asincrono). Ad esempio, non è difficile individuare scenari (alcuni dei quali verranno
ampiamente discussi nel corso di questo lavoro) che hanno bisogno di alcuni tipi di garanzie
che vanno molto al di là di quelle offerte da una comunicazione di tipo asincrono. Seguendo
questo filone di pensiero, nel corso di questo lavoro, proponiamo una architettura cosiddetta
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a sincronia virtuale, dove ogni agente che è nello stesso tempo membro di un determinato
gruppo, possa ricevere informazioni su chi si unisce al gruppo o su chi lascia il gruppo
direttamente su una propria “casella di posta” privata. Inoltre, con la suddetta architettura, i
membri di un gruppo sarebbero in grado di ricevere lo stesso identico insieme di messaggi
tra due viste 1 .
Dopo aver fornito le basi caratterizzanti un tale sistema, passiamo ad un’analisi di ciò che
semanticamente individua una comunicazione uno-a-molti, per poi descrivere il modo in cui
un messaggio di tipo FIPA ACL debba essere modificato in modo da integrare
caratteristiche consone ad un tipologia di comunicazione orientata ai gruppi. Infine
forniamo la progettazione e l’implementazione di una architettura dove gli agenti software
possano interagire no solo con entità singole, ma anche e soprattutto con gruppi.
La piattaforma che utilizziamo come punto di partenza è JADE [JADE], una piattaforma
che segue abbastanza rigidamente gli standard FIPA ed uno tra gli strumenti più largamente
impiegati tra gli sviluppatori di software orientato agli agenti. Nonostante non includa
nessuna caratteristica che la possa far considerare una piattaforma orientata alla
comunicazione di gruppo, fornisce un eccellente servizio di plug-in, che da un lato è quasi
per nulla documentato (almeno al momento in cui questo lavoro è stato condotto), dall’altro
(una volta che le caratteristiche salienti siano state scoperte) rende abbastanza semplice la
vita dello sviluppatore che voglia progettare ed implementare un nuovo servizio di qualsiasi
tipo.

Organizzazione della Tesi
Formalmente questo lavoro di tesi è strutturato in sei capitoli e due appendici, anche se
possono essere identificati tre filoni principali di discussione: una base teorica del lavoro
(comunicazione di gruppo di tipo affidabile) è introdotta nei primi due capitoli; in seguito
nel Capitolo 4 viene discussa un’implementazione Java dell’applicazione descritta. Infine il
Capitolo 5 propone uno scenario di trading il quale è caratterizzato da molte delle
caratteristiche inerenti la comunicazione di gruppo di tipo affidabile descritta nei capitoli
precedenti. Nello specifico:
 Il Capitolo 2 introduce i concetti di sistema multiagente e comunicazione di
gruppo. Le differenze principali tra un approccio di tipo uno-ad-uno ed un
approccio di tipo uno-a-molti sono analizzate così come la capacità degli agenti
stessi di sfruttare queste nuove caratteristiche in modo da soddisfare alcuni dei
loro bisogni comunicativi. In seguito, precedenti lavori di ricerca sulla
comunicazione di gruppo vengono analizzati e ne vengono individuate similarità
e differenze. Al termine del capitolo l’attuale stato dell’arte del gioco di carte Pit
(che verrà poi utilizzato come scenario di “trading” nel Capitolo 5) è introdotto.

1

Ogni volta che un agente appartenente ad un gruppo si aggiunge o lascia il gruppo , una nuova vista viene
automaticamente creata (una vista contiene una lista di tutti gli agenti appartenenti a quel gruppo). Le problematiche
riguardanti sincronia virtuale e viste sono ampiamente discusse nel Capitolo 3.
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 Il Capitolo 3 fornisce una descrizione della comunicazione di gruppo di tipo
affidabile e delle problematiche legate alla cosiddetta sincronia virtuale.
Vengono esaminati i concetti discussi precedentemente, in questo caso nell’ottica
dei sistemi distribuiti, per poi passare ad un’analisi degli stessi in un contesto
orientato agli agenti. Le differenze e le similitudini tra il modo di operare e
comunicare dei processi in ambienti distribuiti di tipo affidabile ed a sincronia
virtuale ed il modo di operare degli agenti nei medesimi ambienti vengono poi
passate in rassegna. Infine, viene fornita una descrizione del problema principale
per poi passare a descrivere lo spazio della soluzione.
 Il Capitolo 4 muove i suoi passi partendo dalla bozza di soluzione fornita nel
Capitolo 3, in modo da descrivere una possibile implementazione JAVA della
soluzione precedentemente proposta. Nelle prime due sezioni alcuni dei blocchi
implementativi sono presentati al lettore. In seguito, un’ampia descrizione delle
parti componenti l’applicazione è fornita per poi passare ad analizzare un serie di
UML sequence diagrams che danno una visione del comportamento dell’intero
sistema in particolari situazioni applicative.
 Il Capitolo 5 presenta una versione elettronica del gioco di carte Pit. Il gioco è
utilizzato come scenario di trading semplificato, in modo da analizzare come in
uno scenario reale possano essere sfruttate caratteristiche proprie di una
comunicazione di gruppo di tipo affidabile. Nella prima sezione vengono
descritte le regole proprie del gioco reale, per poi passare ad analizzare quale
potrebbe essere una eventuale versione elettronica del gioco stesso. Al termine
del capitolo viene infine mostrato come in un tale scenario possano essere
utilizzate comunicazione di gruppo di tipo affidabile e sincronia virtuale in modo
da garantire una certa correttezza di gioco da parte dei giocatori.
 Il Capitolo 6 illustra brevemente l’applicazione funzionante. Proietta poi il lavoro
in un’ottica futura identificando eventuali problematiche ancora aperte. Alla fine
del capitolo alcune conclusioni sono esposte.
Le appendici presentate alla fine del lavoro forniscono una introduzione alla tecnologia
multicast di tipo IP (Appendice A) e presentano alcuni dei diagrammi UML menzionati
durante i capitoli che precedono (Appendice B).
La maggior parte del lavoro è stata svolta presso Otago University (Dunedin, New
Zealand) sotto la supervisione del Prof. Stephen Cranefield.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Introduction
In the last few years agents and multiagent systems have been strongly investigated by
researcher communities all over the world because of the strong contribute and the great
potential on software engineering and artificial intelligence fields. Since then, platforms and
agent communication languages (ACLs) have been deployed in order to create
environments where agents could be developed and implemented and in order to make
agents interact with each other. Agent standardization has been carried out mostly by FIPA
[FIPA] (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) that introduced agent standards, from
agent abstract architecture to transport protocols, from communicative acts to agent
communication languages.
This work will mainly focus on agent communication, mostly on reliable group
communication. FIPA ACLs consider only one-to-one interactions, they have not been
designed for group communication purposes. However, we strongly believe that group
interactions can be a milestone in agent societies as it is in human societies. For instance,
teachers can talk to a wide audience of students (as a group) in a classroom; in the same way
agents should be able to consider their message recipients not only as single entities, but as
a group of entities as well.
Starting from previous works on group communication, we argue that group
communication should be a complement to standard one-to-one interaction, rather than the
only solution. We propose different forms of group interactions, considering agents as
entities that (as humans do) have the freedom to choose the communication that better fits
their needs. Different scenarios require different ways of transferring information, that is, in
human societies face-to-face meetings are not the same as phone calls. In agent societies a
similar argument should be supported.
Moving from our belief that agents should be able to choose their way to communicate,
we argue that more on group communication should be done than standard asynchronous
communication. Some scenario would certainly need stronger guarantees than the ones that
can be achieved through an asynchronous infrastructure. We propose a virtually
synchronous architecture, where group members receive joining and leaving members on
their message queues as well as the same set of group messages between views 2 . We
introduce some new group semantics, we describe how an ACL message should be
modified in order to support group interactions and we provide an architecture where
agents can interact in a group oriented fashion.

2

Every time a member joins or leaves a group, a new view is generated (a view contains all the group members).
Virtual synchrony and views are discussed in Chapter 3.
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Jade [JADE] is a broadly used, FIPA compliant agent platform; we choose it as a base for
our group oriented architecture. Even though it does not include any group capabilities, it
provides an excellent plug-in service, which on one hand is really poorly documented (at
least at the time this thesis work has been carried out), but on the other hand (once its
features have been discovered) it makes quite easy for developers to design and implement a
new service.

1.2 Thesis organization
Formally, this thesis is structured in six chapters and two appendixes; however, three
main branches can be identified: the theoretical basis for this work (reliable group
communication) is introduced in the first two chapters, then in Chapter 4 a Java
implementation is discussed and eventually Chapter 5 proposes a trading scenario that
exploit most of the features which are mentioned in the first part. More specifically:
 Chapter 2 introduces multiagent system and group communication concepts. The
difference between one-to-one communication and group communication is
analysed and the way agents can exploit group communication for some of their
needs is also investigated. Some of the previous group communication
approaches are then presented along with underlying similarity and dissimilarity
among them. Finally in the last section Pit game state of the art is illustrated.
This game will be used in Chapter 5 as a trading scenario.
 Chapter 3 provides a description of reliable group communication and virtual
synchrony. First of all, a drawing of these concepts in distributed system design
and implementation is provided. Then we move toward an agent world, trying to
understand if agents could be able to employ reliable group communication and
virtual synchrony as processes do in a distributed system. A problem definition
and finally a solution sketch are provided.
 Chapter 4 starts from the problem solution sketch provided in Chapter 3 in order
to describe a possible Java implementation. In the first two sections the
implementation building blocks (JADE and JGroups) are presented to the reader.
Then a deep description of what composes the application (which we call
multicast service) is provided. Classes are analyzed with particular attention on
how they interact with each other. Finally, sequence diagrams on application
behaviours are provided.
 Chapter 5 presents an electronic version design of Pit game. The game is used as
a simplified trading scenario in order to illustrate how in a real life scenario
group communication capabilities can be employed. In the first section a real
version of the game is described, an electronic version design follows. Finally,
how reliable group communication and virtual synchrony can be employed in a
game session in order to achieve game fairness is shown.
 Chapter 6 briefly illustrates how the running application works. Then it projects
the current work in the future and give an overview on open problems. At the end
of the Chapter, some conclusions are exposed.
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The appendixes at the end of the thesis provide an introduction to Ip multicast (Appendix
A) and supply some UML diagrams that are referenced throughout the entire work
(Appendix B).
Most of the work presented throughout these pages has been carried out at the Otago
University (Dunedin, New Zealand) under the supervision of Prof. Stephen Cranefield.
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Chapter 2
Multiagent Systems and Group Communication
This chapter will focus on multiagent systems and group communication state of the art.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 will describe what a multiagent system is and how agents interact in
such a system. Section 2.3 illustrates the basic group communication features that should be
included in any multiagent system wishing to support multi-party communication. Section
2.4 leads to a deeper understanding of group communication by showing the most recent
innovations in this field. Eventually, section 2.5 describes the electronic Pit Game state of
the art, where Pit Game is a good simplified trading scenario as we will show in Chapter 5.

2.1 Defining MAS
Multiagent systems (MAS) represent one of the most promising technological paradigms
for the development of distributed, open and intelligent software systems. MAS research
focuses on systems in which agents interact with each other and where agents are usually
considered autonomous entities (they are seldom stand-alone systems); moreover, agents
usually tend to interact in several ways in order to accomplish tasks. Interactions can be
cooperative or self-centered (i.e. agents can share a common goal or they can pursue their
own interests). Furthermore, in a MAS the presence of multiple agents can make the
environment dynamic from the point of view of each agent; each agent has incomplete
information for problem solving; control and perception are typically distributed;
knowledge of a world state can differ from an agent to another one and communication
between agents play a fundamental role.

2.2 MAS and the Need of Communicating
In a multiagent system agents share knowledge in order to interact with each other.
Knowledge sharing and interaction require a high level of communication among agents.
Therefore, creating a common agent communication language (ACL) becomes a “must” in
a multiagent system developing process. In fact, one of the main concerns about ACLs is
interoperability; heterogeneous agents can ideally communicate, even though developed by
different people. However, building a “good” ACL is not an easy task. A list of all the
requirements that an ACL should support can give enough information on how difficult an
ACL developing process can be:
 An ACL should be simple and readable by humans.
 A distinction should be made between communication language and content
language. The first deals with communicative acts, while the latter expresses facts
about the domain.
 Although the semantic description of communication languages and their primitives
is often limited to natural language descriptions, a well defined semantic description
can be very important, above all if the ACL is intended for interaction among
different applications.
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 The implementation should be efficient both in speed and bandwidth utilization.
 An agent communication language should fit well with modern networking
technology. The language should support all of the basic connections---point-to-point, multicast and broadcast. Both synchronous and asynchronous connections
should be supported.
 The environment in which intelligent agents coexist has to be highly distributed,
heterogeneous, and extremely dynamic. A communication language must provide
tools for coping with heterogeneity and dynamism. It must support interoperability
with other languages and protocols.
 A communication language must support reliable and secure communication among
agents. Secure and private exchanges between agents should be supported. There
should be a way to guarantee authentication of agents.
At the moment, developers have two main ACL choices: Knowledge Query and
Manipulation Language (KQML) [KQLM] and the Foundation for Intelligent and Physical
Agents (FIPA) [FIPA] ACL specification. Both are being formalized, so those
independently developed agents conforming to the standard will understand each other.
Both have implementations, applications, and their own adherents. We will focus on the
FIPA ACLs, since it is widely used and it is the one adopted by JADE, which is the
platform our prototype is implemented on. However, FIPA ACL has few group capabilities
as Kumar argues in [KHMCL00] and a new approach has to be adopted in order to offer
multicasting capabilities to the agents.

2.3 Towards Group Communication in Agent Societies
As briefly explained above, multiagent systems and agent communication have a
distributed nature, taking roots in distributed systems. However, agent communication
mainly focuses on one-to-one interaction: speaker and addressee communicate through a
communication channel. Kumar et al. [KHMCL00] argue that group communication is a
milestone of human society. As a result intelligent and artificial agents should be able to
communicate with groups as well as individuals. Humans can talk in a classroom, they can
speak in a conference, they can make offers in a auction, they can address their speeches to
a wide audience of people; that is, they communicate with groups, not just with single
entities. Why shouldn’t software agents be able to do the same?
However, building a group communication support is not as simple as it can appear. Do
agents always know who they are talking to? Who will get the message? Can a group be the
message sender? Can the intended actor be a subset of recipients or do all the recipients
have to be actors? What does “request an action to a group” mean? Is each agent supposed
to act separately? Are the agents supposed to cooperate in order to perform the required
task? When talking about group communication these and more questions easily arise.
Moving from this considerations, in [KHMCL00] Kumar et al. identify a set of constraints
that an agent communication language should meet, they present a request performative that
can handle group and individual interactions and they show how this performative satisfies
the listed constraints.
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Additionally, Huget and Demazeau in [HD04] list some of the features behind one-toone communication saying that most of them are in opposition with the idea of multiagent
systems and multiagent communication. More specifically:
 Communication should not be restricted to a communication between two agents
(this does not apply to private conversation). As humans do, agents should be able to
hear the conversation and intervene, even though they are not speaker or addressee.
 Multiagent systems are open systems. Agents should be able to leave and join at any
time during the conversation and they should be able to grasp pieces of conversation
even though they miss part of it.
 As all agents are able to participate, termination of communication is more difficult
to define.
 During a one-to-one communication session, agents know when they have to speak.
However, this is not easily extended to many-to-many communication (i.e. agents
can interrupt or monopolize the conversation).
Also, Huget and Demazeau identify three kinds of communication: private, public and
secret. In a private communication session, agents cannot hear the message, unless they are
considered members of the conversation (speaker, addressee and side participants).
Bystanders and eavesdroppers are aware of the conversation, even though they do not know
what the other agents are talking about. The second one (public) is related to forums.
Speaker, addressee, side participants, bystanders and eavesdroppers can read the message
and everybody is able to reply. With the last one (secret mode) the conversation is not
disclosed outside the speaker, the addressee and the side participants. Bystanders and
eavesdroppers are unaware of the conversation.
As an example of public communication a new version of FIPA English Auction Protocol
[FEAIP02] is proposed. The current FIPA protocol (fig. 2.1) waits for a deadline in order to
select the winner. After an auction turn, agents do not know who attended the action or who
won the turn, even though they do know whether they win or loose. Using a forum as a form
of public communication the protocol can be simplified. The main differences between the
two protocols are shown by fig. 2.1 and fig.2.2. In the FIPA English Auction Protocol each
agent accepts the bid through an INFORM message. When the deadline comes, the
auctioneer inform bidders if it accepts the bid or not. Considering n participant agents there
would be 2*n messages, while in a human round only two messages would be exchanged :
from the first bidder and from the auctioneer. With a public forum communication the
message number would be decreased to two messages (as humans would do) and the
information quantity would be more than in the FIPA case. In fact, as the bid is published
on the forum other players would be aware of this proposal, knowing that they would not
propose anymore. However, an auctioneer message is required to inform who won the turn
in case more than one agent bids at the same time. Private mode could also be used as a
final phase mode, that is, when the winner is supposed to pay for the item won.
As it will be explained in later chapters our implementation will mainly focus on a
public, one-to-group form of communication. Registered agents are able to get messages
sent to the group they registered to. They get group messages if and only if they previously
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registered to the group. This form of communication is public, since messages are received
by all the registered agents and it is one-to-many since messages are broadcasted to all
group members. This communication can be seen as a private communication as well if the
broadcasted messages are encrypted someway. Then bystanders and eavesdroppers know
who’s talking, but they have no clue on what they are talking about.

Fig.2.1: Fipa English Auction Protocol

Fig.2.2: Multi-party English Auction Protocol

2.4 Multi-party Communication Approaches
In order to introduce group communication some parts of Huget and Deamanzeau’s
approach have been described. In the following sections a more detailed description will be
supplied to the reader along with different approaches to the group communication problem.
2.4.1 Dignum and Vreeswijk’s Approach
In [DV03] Dignum and Vreeswijk propose a blackboard system metaphor as a
communication basis. Blackboard systems are considered a basic form of communication
medium on which more complex systems can be built. The blackboard metaphor says that
in order to solve a problem a certain number of artificial experts (knowledge sources)
should communicate through a central medium (the blackboard) from which all the sources
can read and write. They propose a system implementation with the following multi-party
properties:
 There is no role for agents
 Agents communicate through a central medium (the forum) which is similar to an
Internet newsgroup. Messages are public
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 Agents act in turn, for a fixed numbers of rounds
 There is no criterion for termination
2.4.2 Huget and Demanzeau’s Approach
As stated in section 2.3, starting from Dignum and Vreeswijk’s work [DV03] Huget and
Deamanzeau [HD04] identify three kinds of communication for their framework: private,
public and secret.
Public communication contains the sender, the addressee, the side participants,
bystanders and eavesdroppers. If the message has to be heard by everybody two solutions
are proposed: opening the communication medium to everybody or sending the message to
all the agents. The last solution seems to be too resource consuming, unless agents are
operating on a LAN with Ip multicasting. On the other hand, forums on Internet follow the
idea of opening a space where everybody can read every message that gets there. Two
public mode approaches are followed: a blackboard-based communication and an
environment-based communication.
On one hand, whenever the communication does not require to be immersed within a
certain environment, forums and blackboard-based communication are used. Agents are
able to send messages on a space where everybody can read them. and request new forum
creations. When an agent starts a new conversation, a forum (with one participant) is
created and advertised by the infrastructure to all the other agents. All posted messages are
stored somewhere; as a result, agents are able to retrieve them if in need. Therefore,
whenever agents join the conversation they would know what the conversation state is.
Furthermore, another advantage of this approach is that turn-taking is not required, that is,
agents can freely speak when they want to. Framework can also check if agents joined the
conversation only to slow it down.
On the other hand, the environment communication makes the assumption that agents
communicate through the environment. Agents do not send messages on a particular
communication medium, information is propagated in the environment instead. Messages
are released in the environment with a specific force and a decrement of 1, that is, the
message force is max at source, but decreases by one for each cell far from the source. The
further the message is from its source, the weaker it is. On fig.2.3 agent 1 sends a message
with force 4. This means that agent 2 will be able to hear the message, but agent 3 will not
since it is not within earshot. During this communication type, messages are not stored for
later reading, but they are replaced by new ones if earshot of a new message is in some cells
of a previous message. In fact, if an agent starts a new dialogue in an environment based
mode, the framework retrieves the message force and upgrade the environment with this
message. That is, it propagates the message on the environment and decrements the message
force based on the distance between the current location and the source. Agents are
supposed to read messages by perceiving the environment and then retrieving the message
(fig.2.3).
Differently from public communication, private communication guarantees privacy to the
agents, but it also allows other agents to be aware of the conversation taking place. The
support for this form of communication is a forum which is only accessible to the
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participants. New participants are chosen by the communication leader or by vote between
all the participants.
Eventually, secret communication is similar to standard one-to-one communication. It is
not possible for agents outside the participants to be aware of the communication. Even in
this case the communication support is a forum, but the forum does not appear in the list of
outgoing forums.

Fig.2.3 : Environment-based communication [DV03]

Public, private and secret communication are the theoretical base of Huget and
Deamanzeau’s [HD04] approach. However, even though this approach starts from Dignum
and Vreeswijk’s [DV03] research, differences between the two approaches can be
highlighted:
 In [DV03] a unique blackboard system is proposed, whereas in [HD04] different
forums are proposed, one per conversation
 In [DV03] the system is closed. Agents cannot enter and leave during the
conversation. The system in [HD04] is open
 Agents speak alternatively and on a fixed number of rounds in [HD04]. In [DV03]
there are no fixed rounds to respect and agents can freely speak when they want
to.
2.4.3 Busetta et al.’s Approach
The closest to our approach is the one proposed by Busetta et al. in [BDN02]. As in
[KHMCL00], they argue that current agent communication languages do not provide neither
multicast features nor group semantics. What they propose is what they call channelled
multicast, that is, a stream of messages that can be heard by more than one agent at the same
time.
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In a channeled multicast environment many channels can co-exist, all the messages
exchanged on a channel concern a particular theme, every message contains the message
receiver (that could be a single agent or an agent group) and the message sender.
Furthermore, a channel is not required to be reliable nor to notify speaker when there are no
listeners, while reliability will become an issue in our prototype
In [BDN02], agents are able to “tune” on as many channels as they like and a channel
comes out to be neutral, that is, it does not route messages to the best destination. Moreover,
“tuned” agents should be ready to handle messages that they do not know how to handle,
even though a proper choice of a theme should mitigate this issue. Finally, a message can be
heard by everybody, but it is normally addressed to a certain subset of agents in order to
support group communication semantics mentioned in [KHMCL00].
A proper channelled multicast implementation should make use of a multicast
communication layer, even though in [BDN02] different solutions are also sketched, as a
star network topology with a concentrator and a distributed event service system. Busetta’s
research work mainly focuses on real-time systems, while we think that reliability could be
a big issue in some particular scenario. The application that they propose (LoudVoice)
adopts an IP communication layer for communication and XML technology for message
encoding. The basic concept of the whole infrastructure is what they call channel. A channel
has an identifier, a theme and a multicast address. Agents are able to discover active
channels through APIs. Once a channel has been discovered, an agent can speak and listen
to the channel by the mean of messages. Message layout includes performative, sender and
recipient. The recipient can be a single agent, a group of agents or a selected conversation
topic.
Internally, Loud Voice adopts a central server with different functions: maintaining a
channel list, broadcasting messages on channels and so on. The server requests hit the server
on UDP sockets and all the messages that need to be sent on the channels are queued to their
multicast socket (which are specified by a class D IP address as illustrated in Appendix A).
This mechanism is unreliable by definition (since UDP is a lightweight protocol that does
not support reliability). Therefore, delivery and consequently message ordering are not
guaranteed. Furthermore, IP multicast is not fully supported by routers.
Differently, our implementation will use reliable group communication (using a reliable
layer on UDP), where reliability will be a concern and message ordering will contribute to
solve some problems that arise in some particular scenarios. Unfortunately, we cannot fix
router multicast support. However, IPv6 should fix the problem.
2.4.4 Group Communication Experimental Results
Among all the research works that have been carried out on group communication, few
interesting experimental results have been produced. Busetta et al. propose a multicast
version of the FIPA English Auction Protocol [FEAIP02] and test it using Loud Voice
infrastructure. Their protocol basically requires four message type: an init auction message
sent by the auctioneer in order to declare that the auction started and what the item sold is;
propose bid sent by the auctioneer with current price and the winner of the previous round;
accept bid, sent by a participant accepting a price and finally end auction to proclaim the
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auction winner. Fig. 2.4 and fig.2.5 show state diagrams for a participant and for the
auctioneer.

Fig.2.4 : English Auction Protocol – Auctioneer State Diagram [BDN02]

Fig.2.5 : English Auction Protocol – Participant State Diagram [BDN02]

In their testing environment different channels were used in order to run auctions for
different items. Every item had an identifier, a description, a type and a base price. The
auctioneer agent was supposed to sell a certain number of items. A participant agent had a
list of items to buy, an amount of money, a limit about how much to pay for the specified
item and priority on which item to buy first.
The test was composed by an auctioneer coping with ten auction at the same time, four
participants and four channels; each participant was listening to two channels and took part
to all the auction sales on them. Agents were distributed on four computers with a 100 Mb
LAN. As result, they found out that the number of exchanged message is a lot less than the
number of messages that would be exchanged using the standard FIPA English Auction
Protocol as shown by fig.2.6.

Fig.2.6 : Fipa vs LoudVoice – number of exchanged messages [BDN02]
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This result is mostly due to IP multicast technology that allows (if routers support it) to send
one message per group of agents instead of one message for each group member. The same
technology will be used in our prototype with similar results.

2.5 Electronic Pit Game : State of the Art
In Chapter 5 we will show a trading scenario that covers essential group communication
issues. This scenario is based on the electronic version of a card game (Pit game [Pit]). In
this section we will briefly illustrate what research has been carried out on this card game,
whereas in Chapter 5 we will point up how our new Pit game design can exploit group
communication features. Here we suppose that the reader is already familiar with the game
issues. For further details on what Pit Game is and what the game rules are see Chapter 5. In
[PNCO04] Purvis at al. use the game of Pit as an electronic scenario for representing
electronic protocols, using their implementation to merge the use of standard agent
technology with Peer-to-Peer technology. They use Opal [PCNC02] as a FIPA-compliant
platform and slightly modify the original version of Pit in order to make it more proficient
for peer-to-peer environment of autonomous components.
In the modified game version, each player is pursuing its own interests trying to corner a
single commodity, but there is not a centralized dealer, players can enter and leave at any
time and new commodities are automatically generated depending on the number of players.
Every commodity has its own value and the maximum number of players for a Pit hand is
set to a N_max value. In a Pit hand there are N players playing the game, where N<N_max.
There are N_cards for every player, where N_cards > N_max. As we said above, there is no
dealer in this modified electronic version. As a result, players are supposed to take some of
the dealer responsibility (i.e. tracing who is playing and what the players’ scores are). This
information is updated among players by public announcements. Public announcements
make use of JXTA [JXTA] technologies and protocols, since FIPA does not support any
public announcement communication. JXTA is a set of open protocols allowing any
connected device on the network to communicate in a peer-to-peer way.
In a Pit electronic hand some cards can be inactive, that is, they cannot be used to get a
corner, but they are supposed to be exchanged with other players’ cards in order to become
active. If a new player joins the game, he is supposed to create N_cards inactive cards for
himself and he has to trade those cards in order to make them active. Furthermore, all the
exchanged cards have to be of the same commodity type. Moreover, in order to make the
inactive cards mixing process easier, any player has to exchange one or more cards with
inactive cards if requested. However, the player can decide how many cards to exchange.
A new game begins as soon as a new group is created and advertised. Afterwards, the
creator has to build for itself N_cards inactive cards of the lowest commodity. Then, the
group count has to be set and the current highest and lowest commodity values have to be
recorded by this player. Therefore, whenever another player decides to join the group, it will
be informed about the number of players and the next commodity price and it will be able to
create a new hand of inactive cards of its commodity. The process will be the same for other
joining agents. Public announcement are used in order to make every player know what the
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player number is and what the current highest commodity is. After the number of players
reaches three, bids and announcements can be made. Moreover, players can join the game at
any time, but they can leave only after getting a corner. Once a player gets a corner, it adds
a certain amount of points to its account (depending on the corner type), marks all the cards
on its hand as inactive and starts to play again.
During a game hand, two forms of communication are employed: public announcements
and individual agent-to-agent messages. The former are addressed to all the game agents,
while the latter are addressed only to the interested parties.
Fig.2.4 shows the implementation architecture which includes the KEA [NPC01]
microagent framework. Agents are considered standard FIPA agents at higher level,
communicating each other using FIPA ACL messages. However, player agents can delegate
particular tasks to microagents in order to allow component reusing and dynamic binding
between particular roles. For peer discovering and peer-to-peer messaging JXTA
technology is adopted. For message sending operation JXTA makes use of pipes which
allows an asynchronous and unidirectional message transfer mechanism. Furthermore,
JXTA includes an advertisement mode for describing and publishing a peer’s resource. Any
advertisement is published along with its lifetime (i.e. for old resources deletion) and peers
can look for new advertisements and cache any discovered advertisement locally. More
specifically, Content Advertisement describes contents that can be shared in a peer group.
Pit Game makes use of Content Advertisement in order to provide the “public
announcement” notion within a game group. Therefore, all the game bids are publicly
announced for a certain amount of time and trade offers are delivered to single agents using
standard ACL messages.

Fig.2.4 : Agents, Micro-agents and JXTA interactions [PNCO04]

At micro-agent level message sending is implemented through method calls, at higher
level it makes use of a limited communication model based on goals, declarations and
commitments, at the highest level agents use standard FIPA ACL. However, (as we will
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better see in the next Chapter), FIPA does not have any group or group announcement
notion and multicasting is not really supported. This is why JXTA has been introduced in
the framework. There is a sort of wrapper agent (peer agent) for each JXTA peer and all the
peer-players communication is FIPA ACL compliant. On the contrary, the communication
among peer agents is done through JXTA announcements and pipes. Public announcements
are done via JXTA, while peer-to-peer communication (i.e. individual agent conversation) is
done using FIPA ACL over JXTA. Each agent sends his bid over a FIPA ACL message to
the peer which is in charge of multicasting messages on behalf of the agent.
In Chapter 5 we will show how the underlying infrastructure can be modified in order to
make agents directly use multicasting primitives without relying on any peer agent. Our Pit
Game implementation will be presented and how a fair play can be achieved through
reliable group communication will be shown.

2.6 Notes
More on the state of the art (particularly on JADE and JGroups technologies) will be
illustrated in some of the next chapters as it better fits as an introduction of those chapters.

Chapter 3
Reliable Group Communication : from Distributed
Systems to Multiagent Systems
This chapter focuses on reliable group communication and virtual synchrony. Section 3.1
provides a description of reliable multicasting and virtual synchrony in distributed system
design and implementation. Then, section 3.2 illustrates how the same concepts can be
applied to multiagent systems. Finally, in the last sections, a problem definition and a
solution sketch are provided.

3.1 Reliable Group Communication and Distributed Systems
3.1.1 Reliable Multicasting Schemes
Transport layers usually offer a reliable point-to-point communication, even though
reliable communication to a group of processes is rarely implemented. Setting up different
point-to-point connections is not a good solution if the number of processes is relatively big,
as a lot of bandwidth would be wasted. Moreover, we need a way to define multicast
communication, because the definition is not as trivial as it can appear. What happens if a
process joins the group during a communication session? If a message has been sent, is it
supposed to be received by the destination process or not? What if the sending process
crashes during a communication session? These and more questions need to be answered in
order to get a precise definition of reliable multicasting which is not just what intuitively it
can appear, that is, a message sent to a process group is supposed to be delivered to all the
group members.
Actually, a distinction has to be made between reliable multicasting with faulty processes
(i.e. processes that can fail) and reliable communication when processes are supposed to be
non-faulty. In the first case reliable multicasting means that all the non-faulty processes will
get the message. However, an agreement should be reached about what a group looks like
during a message sending operation, in addition to other ordering constraints. In the second
case, assuming that no process fails, leaves or joins the group, reliable multicasting means
that every message should be received by all the group members.
3.1.2 Atomic Multicast and Virtual Synchrony
In a distributed system it is often required a sort of guarantee that in presence of faulty
processes the message has to be delivered to all the group members or to none at all.
Sometimes it is also required that all messages are delivered in the same order to all
processes. This is what is called atomic multicast. In order to get a better understanding let
us consider a model [Tan02] where the distributed system consists in a communication layer
and messages are sent and received within this communication layer. Then, let us make a
distinction between receiving and delivering a message as shown by Fig.3.1. Atomic
multicast means that a message (addressed to a group) is univocally associated with a list of
members which it should be delivered to. This process list is said to be a group view and it
is the one that the sender has when the multicast message is sent. Furthermore, every group
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member must have the same group view, that is, the message has to be delivered to all of the
group members and to no other process.

Fig.3.1 : Logical organization of a distributed system [Tan02]

Let us consider that a message m is multicasted when the sender has a group view G and
that another process joins the group while the multicast operation is taking place. As a
result, a message that annouces a view change (vc) has to be multicasted as well. What we
need is a guarantee that m is delivered to all processes belonging to view G before each one
of them gets the message vc, or that m is not delivered at all. Actually, m’s delivery is
allowed to fail only in one case, that is, when the view changes because of the sender
crashing. In this case all group members should get the view change or none. On the other
hand, M could also be ignored by each member and this is the case that the sender crashed
before the message was sent.
Therefore, a message sent to a group view G is delivered to each non-faulty member. If
the sender fails while the multicast is taking place, then the message could be delivered to
all the remaining members or ignored by each of them. A reliable multicasting with this
feature is what is called virtual synchrony. Thus, in a virtually synchronous environment all
the multicast operations take place between view changes that act as a barrier across which
no multicast communication can go through.
Let us suppose that there is a multicast channel c and two groups are connected to the
channel : the sender group SND(c) of processes that submit messages to the channel and the
receiver group RCV(c) of processes that receive messages from the channel. Let us consider
a view v ⊆ RCV(c) SND(c) and let us suppose that processes are added or deleted from v
through view changes to v*. A view change has to be executed locally by every process p
belonging to v I v * . Virtual synchrony can be easily explained through three steps:
 For each consistent state there is a unique view on which all its members agree,
that is, all non-faulty processes see view changes in the same order.
 If message m is sent to v before a view change vc to v*, then either all p belonging
to v that execute vc receive m or no process belonging to v that execute vc receives
m. This implies that all non-faulty members in the same view get to see the same
set of messages.
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 A message sent to view v can be delivered only to processes belonging to view v
and it is discarded by the following views.
A reliable multicast with the above features is said to be virtually synchronous. Virtual
synchrony considers views and messages between views, even though it does not mention
any message ordering at all. Actually, in a virtually synchronous scenario, messages are not
supposed to be ordered at all. If there is any sort of message ordering, then virtual
synchrony is said to be powered with message ordering capabilities. For instance, a reliable
unordered multicast is a virtually synchronous multicast with no guarantees on the message
ordering, a reliable FIFO-ordered multicast allows messages to be delivered in the same
order as they have been sent, a reliable casually-ordered multicast delivers messages in
order to preserve causality between messages, a reliable totally-ordered multicast requires
that when messages are delivered they are delivered in the same order to all the group
processes, regardless the message delivery is unordered, FIFO-ordered or causally-ordered.

3.2 Reliable Group Communication and Multiagent Systems
3.2.1 Agent Communication : from the Problem Definition to some Scenario
Descriptions
One of the main features that an entity is supposed to possess in order to be called
“agent” is autonomy. This is why most of the agent research has been focused on
asynchronous communication such FIPA ACL [FIPA] or KQLM [KQLM], since dealing
with a synchronous message requires the recipient to devote some of its computational
resources to handle incoming requests at the initiator time and this means loss of autonomy.
However, we argue that asynchronous communication should not be the only way agents
can interact. A range of different communication mechanisms should be provided, including
those with stronger guarantees than asynchronous messaging. Agents should be able to
choose different mechanisms depending on their needs just as humans do (i.e. humans can
decide to make a phone call or to have a face-to-face meeting). These communication
features should include the ability to multicast messages to groups of agents not only for
efficient distribution of information to multiple agents, but also to enable commitments to
be publicly observable and therefore more likely to be honoured (see Chapter 5 for Pit
Game example).
As we said in the previous section, in distributed systems it is useful to be able to send
the same message to a group of distributed processes with an atomic operation. If the
network on which processes are communicating is running a multicast layer such as IP
multicast (see Appendix A for further details), there can be a big performance gain over
replicating unicast messages. However, at the agent level there can be benefits of having a
multicast primitive available, even if the underlying implementation does not support any
multicast protocol (i.e. it simulates multicasting by sending multiple unicast messages). The
work presented in this thesis extends the previous works on group communication described
in Chapter 2 (especially [BDN02]) by considering the use of reliable group communication
channels for agent communication and by designing and implementing a group
communication architecture that allows agents to have a big range of communication
mechanisms among which they can choose to one closer to their needs. Communication
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properties include some of the ones described in section 3.1.2, that is, reliability, atomic
multicasting, virtual synchrony, FIFO ordering, TOTAL ordering.
As humans do, for standard communication agents may want to choose lightweight
communication channels, but for important interactions simplicity and efficiency could be
traded off with reliability and safety. However, the main concern here is that agents are free
to choose what fits their communication needs, that is, communication does not require to
be unique, but we argue that a wide range of possibility would better correspond to what
humans do in a real society. In fact, in everyday life humans have to deal with different
scenarios; therefore, choosing the right way to cope with each scenario can be a real need.
In the next sections we will try to analyze what the solution to the problem described
above is, even if we will be more concerned on a particular form of communication, that is,
we will study how agents can choose and exploit different forms of reliable virtually
synchronous communication, instead of focusing on all the communication form that an
agent should be able to use . Eventually, in Chapter 5 we will provide a simplified trading
scenario where the features mentioned above will be exploited in order to fulfil the scenario
requirements.
3.2.2 Agent Communication : a Problem Solution Sketch
Starting from previous works on group communication (Chapter 2) we move forward,
trying to design a multiagent system where agents can choose different types of
communication and exploit reliable group communication capabilities. In order to begin, we
first need to define what the communication object has to be, that is, how a multicast
message is supposed to look like in order to be transmitted to multiple recipients. Table 3.1
shows what a FIPA ACL message structure [FAMSS02] looks like in a FIPA one-to-one
interaction. Actually, not all the parameters are needed in a standard agent conversation; the
only mandatory parameter is performative, even if most ACL messages will also contain
sender, receiver and content parameters.
Parameter
Performative

Category of Parameters
Type of communicative acts

Sender

Participant in communication

Receiver

Participant in communication

reply-to

Participant in communication

Content

Content of message

Language

Description of Content

Encoding

Description of Content

Ontology

Description of Content

Protocol

Control of conversation

conversation-id

Control of conversation

reply-with

Control of conversation

In-reply-to

Control of conversation

reply-by

Control of conversation

Table 3.1 : FIPA ACL message parameters
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This FIPA ACL message structure is not really suitable for group communication. For
instance, the only way to inform a group of agents is to inform them individually.
Furthermore, semantics of FIPA communicative acts imposes that the sender has certain
beliefs about the mental state of the addressee; therefore, unknown agents are not
addressable at all, whereas this could be a typical broadcasting scenario [KHMCL00].
However, the main limit toward a group communication scenario is that is not possible to
address groups of agents at all, what is possible it is to do a sort of multicast as described in
[FAMSS02] :
“The receiver parameter may be a single agent name or a non-empty set of agent names.
The latter corresponds to the situation where the message is multicast. Pragmatically, the
semantics of this multicast is that the sender intends the message for each recipient encoded
in the message. For example, if an agent performs an inform act with a set of three agents
as receiver, it denotes that the sender intends each of these agents to come to believe the
content of the message.”
As sketched above, FIPA doesn’t talk about groups and group semantics; therefore, FIPA
doesn’t really talk about multicasting. In fact, in a FIPA architecture the act of multicasting
a message is seen as the act of simply sending the same message to more than one recipient.
But multicasting should concern semantics as well. What we need is an infrastructure on
which an ACL message with certain semantics can be delivered to groups and not just to
individuals.
Actually, in our work, we are not really defining any new semantics at the moment (as
the one described by Kumar in [KHMCL00]); however, most of the FIPA communicative
act [FCALS02] semantics should be rethought in order to support group semantics. For
instance, a REQUEST ACL message to a group means that each group member is supposed
to perform the requested action, but it could also mean that all the members as a group have
to cooperate in order to carry out the action. Anyway, even though we will not really
consider any communicative act group semantics modifications, we should slightly modify
the ACL message structure in order to fulfil some of the group communication
requirements.
We announce in advance that our implementation (that will be broadly discussed in
Chapter 4) will make use of the standard FIPA ACL message, even though it would require
(as stated above) a group oriented modified message. Basically, we will build an
infrastructure that allows multicast communication, but the information content will be
carried over a standard ACL message and not over a group oriented message. Instead of
using messages directly (as agents do with FIPA standard architecture), agents will pack
standard ACL messages (since they know how to do it) and they will use group primitives
(i.e. APIs) by which the message information will be multicasted to all the group members.
That is, agents will not use any “send(ACLmessage)” method (as they do with one-to-one
interaction), they will use a “sendMulticastMessage(ACLmessage,Group)” instead, where
ACLmessage is a standard FIPA ACL message and Group represents all the members of the
group the agent wants to send the message to. Through the API, the agent infrastructure will
know that the message has to be conveyed to a group and not to a single agent. As FIPA
ACL message does not have any real group capability, our approach appear to be
reasonable.
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On the other hand, if the ACL message was already group oriented, then the underlying
architecture could just look at the message content and provide to clear the message to a
single agent or to a group, basing its decision on the message content itself. However, our
approach does not differ that much from the one that considers a modified ACL message;
the only difference is that some of the group information are not directly carried over the
FIPA ACL message, but they are carried over separate communication channels. Fig. 3.2
shows how the two different approaches are carried out. On the diagram left side a group
oriented ACL message path is illustrated, while on the right side the path that the message
will follow in our implementation is shown.

Fig.3.2 : FIPA ACL Message vs Group Oriented ACL Message

Now, let us get back on how a group oriented ACL message should look like. A slightly
modified message version should have at least a different receiver parameter than the one
described in table 3.1 for standard FIPA ACLs. That is, agents should be able to send
messages to groups as well as individuals. What we propose is a set of two parameters: a
receiver parameter and a CC (carbon copy) parameter. The first one can represent a group
or a single agent. Single agents would use standard FIPA AIDs, while groups would employ
some particular identifiers that would allow the framework to distinguish between the two
possibilities. Also the CC field can represent a group or an individual agent. Therefore,
agents can address messages to a single recipient, they can make a carbon copy to a group,
they can address messages to a group only and so on, just as humans do, for instance, with
emails. Some possible ACL message contents are described by fig.3.3 where agent A is the
sender and group soccer, group science and agent B represent possible receivers.
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Fig.3.3 : Different group oriented ACL message contents

Once identified how a multicast message should look like in a group oriented scenario, a
group management solution comes after, that is, the way agents create and manage groups
become a main issue. The group concept is, in fact, the kernel of the whole group
framework. As we said above, agents are able to send messages to groups; consequently
they must be able to form groups as well. Operations that agents need to perform in order to
handle groups include the following:
 Create a group: Agents choose to create a group in order to open a discussion
thread, to play a game, to accomplish a particular task and so on. Groups must
have an identifier (that could be the group name) which is supposed to be unique,
that is, groups have to be univocally determined as well as single agents. Other
particular features may include a group description (what the group has been
created for), a group creator (which is the agent that initialized the group) and
group communication policies. The last point implies that communication among
group members and to the group from a non group member (supposing that a non
group member can also interact with a group) can be chosen depending on the
agent’s needs. That is, it can be reliable or not, virtually synchronous or not,
ordered or not (see 3.1.2 section for details). However, our work will mostly
focus on a virtually synchronous (either with message ordering facilities or with
no message ordering facilities) scenario which is one the most difficult to design
and implement and one of the main topics of this thesis work.
 Get group information: Group data have to be stored somewhere in order to allow
agents to retrieve the information that they need. Agents may want to know which
groups are active and what is the group description, which agents are the group
members, if an agent belongs to a certain group or not. We will adopt a sort of
server-like implementation where a central entity takes care of information
sharing.
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 Join a group: After a group has been created and group information have been
retrieved, agents are able to join the group and become group members. Now, just
joined agents can send messages to the group as group members.
 Leave a group: Whenever an agent has already joined a group, it can leave the
group if it is not interested in being a group member anymore. However, when a
group is created, there could be some agreement among group members that does
not allow anybody to join or leave the group for a specified time period or until a
specific constraint is fulfilled. In this case neither agents can join nor leave the
group, unless they want to get a penalty which could limit the faulty agent actions
in the future.
 Send a message to a group and receive a message as a group member: After a
group has been created, every group member has to be ready to receive messages
as a group (even though it will still get one-to-one messages). As group members,
agents will send messages to groups, otherwise they can also interact with groups
as non group members (they could have some restriction though). Because of the
agent’s ability to choose different group communication policies at the group
creation time, whenever agents decide to send a message, they know what their
message path will look like. For instance, let us suppose that agent A sends a
message to Group G (which is a group that support unreliable multicast
communication). A knows that some of the G members will probably miss the
message since the group communication is unreliable. If G was a reliable group
instead, A would know that all non-faulty members would have gotten the
message. Also, agents would get all the multicast communication on their private
queues. If a standard ACL message is used, agents should be able to distinguish
who sent the message and to which group the message was sent (if they belong to
more than one group).
Of course, some constraints on group management have to be introduced, as agents
cannot create more than one group with the same name (identifier), as agents cannot join
a group that has not been created yet, as agents cannot send a message to a non existent
group, as agents cannot send a message as group members if they did not join the group
before.
3.2.3 Agent Communication : Knowledge and Virtual Synchrony
Now, let us suppose that each agent owns a queue, where all messages are received (the
agent’s queue is used for both one-to-one and one-to-many interactions), let us suppose that
agents can pick up messages from that queue in the order that messages have been received
and let us suppose that agents are operating in a virtually synchronous scenario. The main
issue here is that agents belonging to a certain group partially know what is happening on
the other group members’ queue; consequently, they could predict some of other agents’
actions. What they do in order to reconstruct other agents’ knowledge is just to look at their
own message queues.
Let us clarify it with an example, even if a whole trading scenario (that will exploit the
mentioned idea) will be provided in Chapter 5. Let us consider a scenario with a sender A
and a group G and let us suppose that G is a virtually synchronous group with FIFO and
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TOTAL message ordering, that A belongs to the group G and that A is sending multicast
messages to G. Since group G has been initialized as a reliable group, A knows that every
group member will get the message (reliability). But G has also been initialized as a FIFO
and TOTAL group, therefore A knows that every group member will receive its messages in
the same order as they have been sent (FIFO ordering) and A also knows that every group
member’s queue will have exactly the same message ordering (TOTAL ordering).
Moreover, everybody else belonging to group G has the same type of knowledge. Thus,
through this mechanism, agents strongly improve their knowledge. As a result, they can take
decisions and perform actions (based on their developed knowledge) that they could not
carry out before. This knowledge of other agents’ knowledge (i.e. A knows that B knows
and B knows that A knows) can be quite important in some particular scenarios.
For instance, trading scenarios (as the Pit game shown in Chapter 5) can really exploit
this knowledge form. Usually, in a very competitive environment trading agents try to
achieve their personal needs and they may want to use everything in their power in order to
“win” the trade. Adding more information to their current knowledge means having higher
probability to complete the trade successfully. However, having more knowledge does not
necessarily mean winning the trade; in fact, if competing agents get more knowledge as
well, the trade becomes fair and no agent comes to be the favourite ones. Furthermore, with
a knowledge improvement, there is a more difficult knowledge management process.
Therefore, agents that get more knowledge also have to be able to manage what they have
gotten. If the trade is fair, is this knowledge handling ability that will bring them toward a
victorious scenario.

Chapter 4
Improving JADE: building a Reliable Group
Communication Architecture
This chapter will focus upon a virtually synchronous reliable group communication
implementation which has been built on top of JADE. Section 4.1 will briefly illustrate
JADE architecture and how a JADE service can be assembled and plugged in the main
platform. Section 4.2 will examine JGroups libraries and their relationship with reliable
group communication. Later sections will illustrate our multicast module implementation as
a JADE service. Some of the JADE service diagrams have been kindly supplied by
Giovanni Caire from TILAB.

4.1 JADE : Java Agent Development Framework
4.1.1 What is JADE?
Jade[JADE] is a software development framework intended to build Multiagent systems
conforming to FIPA standards. Basically, it includes a runtime environment where agents
run, a library of classes that programmers can use to develop their software agents and
finally, graphical tools to administrate and monitor all the agent activities.
Each runtime environment instance is called container. A set of active containers is
called platform. There is one main container per platform (the first container to be started on
a platform), other containers are supposed to register with the main container as soon as
they start. Two special agents are part of the main container : an Agent Management System
(AMS) and a DF (Directory facilitator). The former provides naming service (i.e. ensures
that every agent has an unique name on the platform) while the latter provides a Yellow
Pages service (i.e. agents can find each other through service publishing).

Fig. 4.1a JADE Architecture
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4.1.2 Agent Behaviours
Agents are the living part of the platform; Therefore, the way they act and perform tasks
is essential for a good agent platform understanding. The base for an agent development
process is the agent class and all developer made agent classes should inherit from this one.
The computational model of an agent is multitask, where tasks (behaviours) are executed
concurrently and each agent functionality is implemented through behaviours. A scheduler
automatically manages the scheduling of behaviours. Moreover, an agent can be in one of
several states, as illustrated by fig.4.1b.

Fig. 4.1b JADE Agent life cycle

In the initiated state the agent object is built, but it is not registered with the AMS; in the
active state the agent is registered with the AMS and it gains access to all the JADE features
(i.e. send and receive messages); in the suspended state the agent in currently stopped and
no agent behaviour is being executed; in the waiting state the agent is blocked and its thread
will weak up as soon as some particular condition is met (i.e. the agent is waiting for
something to happen); in the deleted state the agent’s thread just terminated its execution
and, as a result, the agent is non registered with the AMS anymore; in the transit state the
agent is migrating to a new location.
Agents should be able to perform several concurrent tasks in response to external events.
Every agent is composed by a single execution thread. In order to model tasks, developers
are asked to extend the Behaviour class. Once a behaviour has been created it can be added
to the agent’s behaviour list. A scheduler implements a round-robin non-preemptive
scheduling policy among all the behaviours that are ready to be executed.
4.1.3 Why JADE?
Agent community is strongly involved in agent platform research. Many and different
platforms have been created since the agent paradigm came out. Most of them (as JADE
does) are strictly related with FIPA standards trying to be as close as possible to the FIPA
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specifications in order to ensure agent interoperability. However, as we already said, FIPA
does not include any group communication specifications; for that reason, most of the agent
platforms does not support any group communication standard.
Among agent platforms, JADE has become one of the major references. A growing
developing community from all around the world and IT companies support (Tilab,
Motorola, Whitestein Technologies AG) have made this platform one of the most updated
and richest platform on the market. Furthermore, a good mailing list service and an up-todate documentation makes JADE almost an obliged choice.
4.1.4 JADE Service Architecture
JADE has gotten multiple features and most of them are implemented as JADE services
(agent communication, agent management, agent mobility and so on). Our multicast module
will be implemented as a JADE service as well. Thus, for our purposes it is relevant to have
a good understanding on how JADE deals with services and how a service can be created
and plugged-in the main platform. Unfortunately, no documentation about JADE services is
available neither on-line nor on books. The only information available can be extracted from
JADE source code and from a couple slides received from Tilab [Tilab].
Now, why should our group communication module be implemented as a JADE service?
As we said above, JADE is composed by multiple features that work together in order to
make the platform work. If all these features were external and pluggable would not be
easier for developers to create new ones without modifying the JADE kernel? Separation
requirement would be fulfilled and third parties could easily create new pluggable modules
without any JADE kernel knowledge. Fig. 4.2 shows how services work together within a
JADE platform.

Fig.4.2 JADE Service Architecture
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Three network nodes are shown (Node1, Node2 and Node3). There is one container on
each node. Nodes communicate through IMTP (Message Transport Protocol). On each node
different services can run. On Node1 a service manger is implemented, while on the other
nodes (Node2 and Node3) service manger proxies point to the service manager on the main
container. As shown by the illustration 4.2, a service manager contains a list of platform
nodes, a map of services (which service runs on which node) and a GADT.
Let us consider a scenario where different services run on different containers. Basically,
more than one service can react to a given event. All the events (i.e. an agent sends a FIPA
ACL message) are encapsulated by the container into vertical commands. Each service can
also provide a filter and/or a sink. All the service filters installed on a node are supposed to
sequentially process vertical commands, even if every filter has the capability to act on
certain commands and ignore the others (Fig.4.3). Some vertical commands are intrinsically
associated with a specific service (i.e. the SEND_MESSAGE vertical command goes with
the messaging service).Then, once a vertical command has traversed all the filter chain a
service sink is able to consume it (Fig. 4.3).

Fig. 4.3 JADE Service Vertical Command Process

A JADE service is distributed by nature and it can be deployed on platform nodes
through service slices. Whenever a filter or a sink processes a certain vertical command,
often it needs to interact with the part of its service that is running on the other nodes (a
service slice). For this inter-node interaction, horizontal commands are adopted instead of
vertical commands. Every service that requires inter-node communication has to provide at
least a service slice (in order to accept issued horizontal commands) and a service slice
proxy (in order to transform remote calls into horizontal commands). If an horizontal
command is accessed by a service slice, then, the slice itself can issue a new vertical
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command which will go through another filter chain and another final sink. Fig. 4.4 shows
what happens whenever agent A sends a message to agent B.

Fig. 4.4 Message Sending Process

4.2 JGroups : a Reliable Communication Toolkit
JGroups[JGroups] is a Java[JAVA] based toolkit for reliable multicast communication
and group management. In a JGroups environment different clients can join a group, leave a
group, send a message to group members and receive messages from group members.
Everything in JGroups is “channel oriented”. To join a group, a process has to create a
channel and connect to it; to leave a group, a process has to disconnect from the previous
created channel; to send a message to a group a process must use a channel that will carry
the message and so on. JGroups provides to the developer a lot of advanced powerful
features (i.e. a failure detection system), but certainly, among them, the JGroups flexible
protocol stack (Fig.4.5) plays the most important role. In fact, its flexibility allows
programmers to adapt it to their specific needs.
The JGroups protocol stack can be composed by different layers, where each layer has a
specific functionality. Layers can be combined together in order to have a complete
application suite for the developer’s needs. Protocols (each protocol can be a layer) include
transport protocols as UDP (for plain IP multicast support) and TCP, fragmentation of large
message protocols, failure detection protocols, ordering protocols as Atomic (all-or-none
message delivery), Fifo, Casual, Total Order, membership protocols, encryption protocols.
If the developer chooses UDP as a transport protocol (this will be our choice too), then
UPD will carry plain IP multicast (for further details on IP multicast see Appendix A which
illustrates basic IP multicast concepts). Otherwise, if a TCP layer is adopted instead, as TCP
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is not a multicast oriented protocol, multicast communication will be just simulated. That is,
instead of sending only one message for all the recipients (as IP multicast on UDP does),
one unicast messages for each recipient will be generated. In this case, if any new group
semantics has been adopted, multicast technology will keep the semantics benefits, but it
will loose the bandwidth saving feature, since it is supported only by plain IP multicast.
Fig.4.5 shows a typical protocol stack. Application layer can communicate directly to the
channel or through building blocks. Building blocks are just built-in modules that enhance
JGroups capabilities and can be used by applications as a middleware between applications
and channels.

Fig.4.5 JGroups protocol stack

4.3 JADE Multicast Service Architecture
4.3.1 Architecture Overview
As stated before, our group communication infrastructure will not start completely from
scratch. We will use JADE as a base agent platform and JGroups as a set of Java primitives
to exploit reliable multicast communication at lowest programming level (i.e. IP multicast).
Since our architecture will be a JADE pluggable service, let us consider fig.4.2 for a Jade
service architecture overview and fig.4.6a for a specific group service overview).
Basically, the MulticastService class (for a detailed class diagram see fig.4.7 on section
4.4) is the service core; furthermore instances of this class are spread across all the active
containers that support the service. Every container provides to the multicast service a
requesting agent (RequestingAgent class) which is supposed to address all the requests (that
the service running on that container may perform) to a multicast agent (CentralAgent class)
which acts as a central server and only runs on the main container. In fact, as multicast
service is logically distributed (across containers), a centralized authority (i.e. the multicast
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agent) is needed in order to store and manage any information that is supposed to be
available to different service slices on different containers.
Agents interact with the multicast service through a multicast helper (MulticastHelper
class). Through the multicast helper they do every sort of group management operation
(creating a group, joining a group, leaving a group, choosing the best group communication
features for their needs). Even though our architecture will provide the agents a way to
choose more than one communication scenario, the agents’ choice will be focused on
virtually synchronous communication (as illustrated in Chapter 3). However agents can
freely choose different ways to interact during a communication section (even though most
of them will not be implemented).
The multicast communication core is the JGroups channel class that provides reliable
multicasting facilities to the multicast service. In order to access multicast communication
facilities, every agent has its own associated channel that is associated to a particular group
as well (this applies only in a virtually synchronous case). However, at a higher level (agent
level) agents do not know anything about channels, what they deal with are just groups. For
instance the would know that a group is a reliable group, but they do not need to know that
there a channel underneath. Thus, the JGroups policy has to be strictly connected with the
agent communication policy (i.e. multicast messages getting to the channel must be directly
transferred to the agents’ queue). Therefore, since there is a strong connection between
JGroups channels and JADE agents, a fully virtually synchronous architecture can be
achieved by mirroring the channel policy to the agents’ queue. Then (if a virtually
synchronous architecture is implemented) all the agents belonging to the group will receive
the same sequence of views and the same set of messages between views (as a virtually
synchronous architecture would require).
Fig. 4.6a shows how the multicast service can be plugged in the main platform. Most of
the illustrated components have been briefly described above. However, the listener box
will be presented in the next sections, while all the other components’ behaviour will be
better detailed.
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Fig.4.6a : Multicast Service Architecture Overview

Our multicast service architecture is slightly different from the one described in section
4.1. As stated before, a JADE platform is composed by different containers that run on
different nodes on a certain network. A classic Jade service architecture would adopt service
slices and service proxies in order to deal with horizontal commands for inter-node
interaction. Our first implementation was compliant to the classic JADE service
architecture. Then we found some limits (that we will clarify later in this section) on this
approach and we slightly modified the old implementation. A description of our old
architecture will follow. Afterward, our new approach will be introduced.
Let us suppose that a slice on container C needs to access a remote slice on container D.
The slice on D will be accessed by a service proxy that converts remote calls into horizontal
commands. Horizontal commands will then be received by the service slice on D.
Horizontal commands will then be processed by the remote slice, converted into vertical
commands and filtered by a service filter (as it happens with a message sending operation in
fig.4.4). The one described above was basically our first multicast service architecture.
Sequence diagram on fig.4.10a shows how this architecture was working for a group update
operation. Most of the operations (i.e. updating a group table on different containers) were
carried out through a multicast service proxy (used to contact the remote slice), then the
proxy was able to generate an horizontal command (i.e. H_UPDATEGROUP command for
group table updating) and finally the horizontal command was accepted and processed by
the real multicast slice on the addressed container.
For instance, If the issued horizontal command was H_UPDATEGROUP (fig.4.10a), the
slice was supposed to update the local group table on the remote container. Thus, the local
multicast component (where local means belonging to the container on which the multicast
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helper method was invoked by the agent) used a multicast service proxy in order to access a
remote multicast component which was the responsible service slice for the remote
container.
Furthermore, in our first implementation, whenever an agent joined or leaved a group
(through a multicast helper), group information (i.e. a list of agents belonging to a certain
group) changed since that agent was not a group member anymore. There was a group table
on each container and every table was supposed to be updated as soon as a group update
operation was carried out in order to make the group information coherent across all the
containers. However, this approach needed a high synchronization degree since the
information had to be available to all the containers almost at the same time, otherwise the
information would not have been coherent. This is why we chose a different approach
instead. The final implementation that we adopted follows.
The final version of our multicast service does not include any horizontal command
interaction and slices are not accessed by any service proxy at all. Instead of having
information tables to update on each active container belonging to the platform, there is
only one central table (one table for each information type that needs to be updated) on the
main container. Furthermore, every table is managed by the multicast agent that runs on the
main container. Service slices that reside on a remote container can get the information that
they require from this central table just performing a request to the multicast agent
throughout the requesting agent running on the container.

Fig.4.10a: Group update operation (old architecture)

Fig.4.10b shows how a group update is carried out in this new scenario. In order to
update the group table (whenever an agent joins or leave a group) the local multicast slice
forwards its update request to the container requesting agent which acts as a middleware
between the remote service slice and the multicast agent. The multicast agent will
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eventually perform the update operation and it will notify the requesting agent afterward.
However, sequence diagram 4.10b will be deeply discussed after multicast agent and
requesting agent processes are explained (section 4.4.5).

Fig.4.10b: Group update operation (new architecture)

4.3.2 Virtually Synchronous and not Virtually Synchronous interactions
One of the main issues of our multicast service is that agents can freely choose which
communication features they need as soon as they create a new group, supplying to the
“createGroup” method a right multicast String (see section 4.4.1 for details). Two main
scenarios can be distinguished: a virtually synchronous scenario and a not virtually
synchronous scenario. Interactions among agents and interactions between agents and the
service kernel will be different depending on the scenario the agents are running in. Let us
consider a virtually synchronous scenario first.
As seen in Chapter 3, sending a message to a group should be allowed either to agents
belonging to that group or to agents that do not belong to that group. If an agent does not
belong to the group that it wants to send a message to and a virtually synchronous
architecture is implemented, the message will be received by all the group members. The
message path will follow the channel virtually synchronous policy even though the agent is
not part of the group.
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Actually, the channel-agent relationship described in the previous section (i.e. one
channel per group and per agent) is true only if a virtually synchronous architecture is
implemented. Moreover, it is adopted since it makes a virtually synchronous environment
easier to design and implement. In fact, in this situation the channel receiving policy is
directly mirrored on the agent’s queue. If there was one channel per container instead (and
not one channel per agent), even though this framework would be easier to design and
manage, a virtually synchronous architecture would be more difficult to achieve.
Having one channel per group-container means that all the multicast communication for
all the agents running on that container for a certain group goes through that unique channel.
Let us suppose that we want that all the agents get the same sequence of views and the same
message set between views (as it should be assured by virtual synchrony). Now, how do we
guarantee that if a view change happens (i.e. an agent joins or leaves the group), that view
change will be sent to all the members and the set of messages between the new view and
the previous one will be the same for every group member? In order to fix this, a new
virtually synchronous architecture on top of the JGroups channel would be required, but it
would fool the use of the JGroups channel itself. On the left side of fig.4.6b our approach is
shown: for the same group (group soccer) there is one channel for each agent belonging to
the group. On the right side only one channel per group is used. In this case a virtual
synchrony box is needed in order to deliver messages to the right agents.

Fig.4.6b : Multiple Channels Approach vs Unique Channel Approach

If a simple reliable architecture with no virtually synchronous features is chosen, then the
channel architecture that is shown above is not essential anymore. In this case, a channel per
group-container is enough for the agent communication needs. In fact, the channel-groupcontainer would get all the multicast messages and would send them on the group agents’
queues.
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4.4 JADE Multicast Service Architecture Main Components
After a multicast service architecture overview has been presented, details on how
components work together in order to make the multicast service work need to be supplied.
Relationships among classes are shown by Fig.4.7 (UML class diagram). Object interactions
are shown at the end of this section and main classes details are illustrated in the following
sections.

Fig.4.7 : Multicast Service Class Diagram overview
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4.4.1 Multicast Helper

Fig.4.8: MulticastHelper class

As partially shown by Fig.4.6a, multicast helper (MulticastHelper class, Fig.4.8) is the
only way agents can interact with the multicast service in order to manage groups. The base
Agent class supplies a “ServiceHelper getHelper(String ServiceName)” method to the
agents by which all the service helpers can be found and referenced by name. Throughout
this class, agents are able to create a group, to join a group, to leave a group, to close a
group, to send an ACL message to a group.
However, each multicast helper operation involves different multicast components in
order to be carried out. Basically, the multicast helper issues vertical commands depending
on the operation that the agent invokes (i.e. joining a group involves a JOIN_GROUP
vertical command issue). Then, the issued vertical command is caught by a multicast service
outgoing processing filter that contacts the multicast local service slice
(MulticastComponent class) in order to carry out the task the vertical command has been
issued for (i.e. fig.4.16a and fig.4.16b illustrate how the joining group action is carried out).
Among all the features that a multicast helper provides to the agents, one of the most
powerful is the group creation. As illustrated by the Fig.4.8, whenever a group is created a
multicastConf string has to be supplied as an input parameter to the “createGroup” method.
The string has to be composed by four digits (i.e. 1001), where every digit is basically a
boolean which is “1” if the associated multicast communication feature is enabled, “0”
elsewhere (see chapter 3 for a communication features description).
More specifically, the first digit stands for RELIABLE, the second digit stands for FIFO,
the third digit stands for TOTALLY ORDERED, the last digit stands for VIRTUAL
SYNCHRONY. FIFO, TOTALLY ORDERED and VIRTUAL SYNCHRONY are
considered false if RELIABLE is false. FIFO and TOTALLY ORDERED are considered
false if VSYNC is false. If VSYNC is false and RELIABLE is true it means that messages
are delivered to all nonfaulty group members that are connected to the group and that do not
leave the group or crash while the message is in transit. In this case, if a member joined the
group he could get or not get the message (the result is unpredictable).
For a group joining and a group leaving operation a Group object has to be supplied by
the requesting agent as an input parameter to the “joinGroup” and to the “leaveGroup”
method. For a message sending operation the sending agent, the ACL message which is
supposed to be send and the group that the message has to be addressed to, have to be
supplied as input parameters to the “sendMulticastMessage” method. For a group retrieving
operation the AID of the agent that wants to retrieve group information has to be supplied to
the “getGroupList” method
(see Fig. 4.15-4.17b for all the multicast service allowed
operations sequence diagrams).
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4.4.2 Multicast Component

Fig.4.9: MulticastComponent class

After a certain operation has been invoked by an agent through its multicast helper, the
MulticastComponent class is the one that carries out most of the tasks during a multicast
communication session. Whenever a multicast helper method is invoked by the agent, a
multicast filter filters the vertical command and one of the multicast component methods
(the one belonging to the operation that the agent has chosen) is invoked by that filter. Then
the multicast component carries out the task it has been invoked for. Multicast component
methods are illustrated by fig.4.9.
4.4.3 Multicast Agent

Fig.4.11: CentralAgent class

The multicast agent (CentralAgent class) lives on the main container and it is responsible
of shared information management (through the multicast agent information is available to
all the distributed service slices that need it). It contains different information tables which it
queries and updates depending on what the requesting agents request. Thus, its main
purpose is to serve what a requesting agent (residing on a different container) requests. This
way each slice of the service communicates with a central entity (multicast agent) that
contains all the information which are supposed to be shared among all multicast service
slices.
A short class and method overview follows: the GroupTable contains active groups with
a list of agents belonging to the groups, the multicastGroupTable contains groups with their
associated multicast configuration, the translationTable contains Channel IP addresses with
their associate AID addresses for channel-AID translation (see Listener notes for details),
the notGroupTranslationTable and the notGroupChannelFeaturesTable are used for agents
not belonging to any group whenever they want to send a message to a group. The first one
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contains an IP address associated with a group name, the second one contains groups with
their associated protocol stack for channel initialization. Furthermore, all the class methods
are basically used to manage the previously illustrated information table (i.e. update an
entry on the table, delete and entry from the table and so on).
4.4.4 Requesting Agent

Fig.4.12: RequestingAgent class

The requesting agent (RequestingAgent class) allows the multicast service slices to access
shared information that is managed by the multicast agent. Basically, what the requesting
agent does is to get a service slice request and forward it to the multicast agent (that runs on
the main container). There is only one requesting agent per container serving all the
multicast service slice requests for that container.
A short method overview follows: The getGroups() method returns a table with the active
groups on the platform; the updateGroups(…) method updates the table of active groups
through the multicast agent; the updateTranslation(…) and removeTranslation(…) methods
manage the translation table (the one for AID address and Ip address translation); the
translate(…) method requests an IP-JADE address translation; the getMulticastAddress(…)
method returns a multicast address string (used to configure a JGroups channel) for the
parameter group; the belongsTo(…) method returns ‘1’ if the agent parameter belongs to the
group parameter, ‘0’ elsewhere; the blockGroup(…) and blockChannel(…) are used for
group
and
channel
synchronization;
the
getNotGroupChannelFeatures(…),
updateNotGroupTranslation(…) and setNotGroupChannelFeatures methods are used in
order to manage the infrastructure for agents not belonging to any group.
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4.4.5 Multicast Agent and Requesting Agent Interactions
Basically, multicast agent and requesting agents interact together in order to share and
update knowledge. Sequence diagram 4.10b shows a possible interaction scenario. A local
service slice asks the requesting agent (the one that resides on the same container the service
slice is running on) to perform a certain operation (fig.4.10b illustrates a group update
operation). After the request has been received, the requesting agent initiates a new
behaviour that will take care of communicating with the multicast agent (that runs on the
main container). What the requesting agent does is to retrieve the multicast agent AID and
to use this AID in order to identify the multicast agent. Afterward, a REQUEST ACL
message (on which a group update operation is asked to be performed) is sent. The multicast
agent will then catch the message through its RequestService private class. Through this
class the actual group table update will be performed, a reply INFORM ACL message will
be packed and sent to the requesting agent in order to notify that the operation has been
carried out correctly.
4.10b sequence diagram only illustrates how a group table update operation is performed.
However, the process is basically the same for any other operation (i.e. updating the
translation table, getting information from the group table) that requires a requesting agent –
multicast agent interaction.
4.4.6 Multicast Filter

Fig.4.13: CommandOutgoingFilter class

The only function of a multicast filter is to filter incoming vertical commands and perform
some operation based on what the vertical command looks like. In this case, through its
“accept” method the multicast filter gets the multicast vertical command that hits the filter
itself (i.e. CREATE_GROUP vertical command) and calls the right method on the local
slice (i.e. “localSlice.createGroup(group)”).
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4.4.7 Listeners

Fig.4.14: Listener and ListenerForGroups classes

Two different listener classes compose a multicast service. The former (Listener class) is
only used in a virtually synchronous environment (which is the scenario that we will mainly
deal with). In this case there is one listener for every agent (the agentAID attribute shown by
Fig.4.14 contains the AID of the agent the listener belongs to). A listener main functionality
is to take care of message dispatching on agent queues.
Basically, multicast messages (and views) are sent to appropriate channels by other
channels. Whenever a multicast message (or view) gets to a channel, the message (or view)
is delivered to the agent’s queue the listener belongs to. Therefore, the listener acts as a
bridge between a JGroups channel and a JADE agent. In fact, as soon as a message (or
view) enters the channel queue, the listener posts it on the agent’s queue taking care that
virtually synchronous constraints are fulfilled. Actually, two different behaviours are
followed, depending on the message nature (view or standard multicast message). Fig.4.16b
and fig.4.17b illustrate the main differences.
In case a message (not a view) is delivered to a communication channel through the
“sendMulticastMessage” method (fig.4.17a-4.17b), a wrapper INFORM ACL message is
created in order to convey the real ACL message that carries the information that have to be
sent. Therefore, the ACL message that hits the listener is not a real multicast message (the
one containing the real information), but a carrier one; it is the listener that will unpack the
wrapper ACL message, that will get the real ACL message and that will post it on the
agent’s queue.
Actually, as partially seen in Chapter 3, our design uses multicast messages as standard
FIPA ACL messages. However, since FIPA ACLs do not support any real multicast feature,
we designed the above described infrastructure that combines multicast channels, listeners
and FIPA ACL messages in order to achieve agent group communication. If FIPA ACL
messages were already group oriented (as described in Chapter 3), agents would directly use
multicast ACL messages for any kind of group interaction and the above infrastructure
would be modified accordingly.
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If virtual synchrony is not required at all, the ListenerForGroups class (fig.4.14) applies.
In this case views are not utilized and agents do not get them on their own queues, however
they still get normal multicast messages if the communication is reliable.
4.4.8 Channel
The channel is the reliable multicast communication core. Depending on the
communication that the group creator requests, a different JGroups channel protocol stack is
built up.
In a virtually synchronous architecture the following protocols layers are employed (from
top to bottom):
 QUEUE: queues events selectively
 STATE_TRANSFER: interacts with other group members in order to get the
group state
 VIEW_ENFORCER:
 GMS : Group Membership Service. It provides group management facilities
 FLUSH: it discovers unstable messages
 FRAG : it breaks up big messages into smaller ones and reassembles them on the
receiver’s side
 UNICAST : provides unicast messages facilities
 NAKACK: lossless delivery layer. Messages are sent tagged with the view they
were sent, the sender’s address, an increasing sequence number
 VERIFY_SUSPECT
 STABLE : stable message discovery (i.e. messages known to have been received
by all members)
 FD : failure detection layer
 PING : finds the initial group membership
 UDP : it is the bottommost layer in a JGroups protocol stack
Actually, this virtually synchronous architecture also includes FIFO message ordering (it
is not pure virtual synchrony). Truly, It should be possible to have virtual synchrony with no
FIFO as described in Chapter 3, but a JGroups virtually synchronous protocol stack with no
FIFO message ordering is barely possible to achieve. In order to do that a JGroups core
coding is necessary, but this will be beyond the scope of this work. Thus, whenever agents
choose a simple virtually synchronous stack, they should expect it to be FIFO. On the other
hand, a totally ordered protocol stack can be achieved through the TOTAL layer insertion
on top of a virtually synchronous stack.
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On a channel every group is associated with a particular multicast address (see Appendix
A for details on multicast addresses). Therefore, there is a need to supply a right multicast
address to the channel as soon as a new group is created in order to avoid communication
conflicts. In fact, we do not want two groups to have the same multicast address, otherwise
messages sent to a group would be received by groups not interested in those messages. As
a result, the multicast agent supplies a multicast address generation algorithm that generates
a new multicast address every time it is invoked (through the requesting agent) by a
multicast service slice. As soon as the multicast service slice receives the right multicast
address, the channel protocol stack can be built through the multicast address that the
multicast service slice has just gotten.

4.5 Multicast Service Sequence Diagrams
Most of the following sequence diagrams have been referenced during this chapter. A
short description of each of them follows.
4.5.1 Group Creation (fig.4.15)
Through the multicast helper a CREATE_GROUP vertical command is issued and
submitted to the multicast service. A multicast filter accepts the vertical command and
invokes the “createGroup” method of its local slice. Then the local slice interacts with the
local requesting agent in order to perform a group creation. First of all, the group is locked
to avoid any group creation conflict; that is, nobody else can create a group with the same
name ( which is the group identifier). Then, a JGroups channel has to be created; therefore,
the local slice needs a multicast address in order to create a channel with the right protocol
stack, connect to it and make the channel active. When the channel creation and connection
process is done, some table on the multicast agent have to be updated in order to make the
information available to service slices on remote containers.
In order to manage agents that do not belong to any group, but that want to send
messages to groups anyway, two information tables are employed. The
NotGroupTranslationTable is updated with the group JGroups address and its
corresponding group name. The channel peculiarities are then set in the
NotGroupChannelFeaturesTable where each group is associated with its protocol stack.
For group management two more tables are updated. The TranslationTable is updated
with the group creator JGroups address and its AID (the table associates a JGroups address
with a JADE platform-dependent AID for translation purposes); the groupTable is updated
creating a new entry for the created group and adding the group creator to the group
members. Between the two updates a listener is created. The listener will allow the creator
agent to receive multicast messages that will be posted on its message queue.
Looking at the diagram, from the multicast helper to the local slice the process is
basically the same, the only difference is what vertical command is issued. Therefore, in the
following sections, we will skip the first parts of the diagram description.
4.5.2 Group Joining (fig.4.16a-4.16b)
In a group joining operation a multicast address has to be retrieved in order to connect to
the channel on which listeners of the other group members’ are listening to. The channel is
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then created and connected. Furthermore, before a channel connection takes place, the
channel itself is locked, that is, if other agents try to join the same group, they have to wait
until the channel is unlocked. If the channel was not locked, some JGroups exceptions could
be thrown. After a connection takes place, the channel will be unlocked. As in the creation
group scenario, two table updates are needed. The TranslationTable is updated with the
joined agent JGroups address and associated its AID, while the groupTable is updated by
adding the AID of the agent that just joined to the group members.
Between the two updates a listener is created. As soon as the channel is initialized (i.e. a
new member is joining the group), a view (containing the just connected channel JGroups
address is received by the listener. First of all a local lookup is performed (the listener tries
to look for the channel JGroups address in a local table), if the address is not found, then a
remote translation is requested (through the requesting agent). Again, if the remote request
returns null, the listener tries to verify if the JGroups address is employed for agents not
belonging to any group (therefore it does not have any associated agent AID). Now, if the
remote request is still null, it means that one of the multicast agent updates could be still
being performed, that is, the listener does not find any JGroups address since the JGroups
address has not been put on any talbe yet. In this case the listener tries the two possibilities
until one of them does return a valid value. In the sequence diagram an agent AID is
returned after two tries, that is, a JGroups address – agent AID association has been found in
the “TranslationTable”. Once that the agent AID has been retrieved, a new ACL message is
created, where the content object is the just retrieved AID, the conversation id is the
“MulticastJoiningMember” string and the receiver is the agent the listener belongs to.
Finally the ACL message is posted on the receiver agent’s local queue. The agent will know
that a new member joined by looking at the conversation id. Then the content object will tell
the agent who is the new group member.
4.5.3 Multicast Message Sending (fig.4.17a-4.17b)
Let us suppose that the agent that wants to send a message is already a member of the
group it wants to send the message to. Therefore, when the local slice queries the requesting
agent in order to check the agent membership, “1” is returned (it means that the agent
belongs to that group). Now, the JGroups agent channel needs to be retrieved in order to
make the other group members receive the message. The real ACL message (the one that
the agent wants to send) is wrapped by a wrapper ACL message which is employed in order
to convey the real message over the JGroups channel. The wrapper message will hit every
group member listeners, then it will be unwrapped by the listener and it will eventually gets
to the group members’ queues.
The listener gets the wrapper ACL message from the JGroups multicast message (which
is the one that hits the listener). The wrapper ACL message content (which is the real ACL
multicast message) is then retrieved. The receiver parameter of the real ACL message is set
as the AID of the agent the listener belongs to. Finally, the ACL message is posted on the
agent’s private queue.
4.5.4 Group Retrieving (fig.4.18)
In a group retrieving operation the requesting agent is asked to supply the list of active
groups on the platform. Afterwards, a FIPA ACL message is generated, where the
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Conversation Id is the “GroupList” string, the Content Object is the just retrieved group list
and the Receiver parameter is set as the agent that performed the request. Once the message
has been created, it is posted on the agent’s local queue. Finally, the agent that need the
group list can look on its queue for message with “GroupList” as content object.
4.5.5 Group Leaving (fig.4.19a-4.19b)
The local slice issues a request to its requesting agent that checks if the leaving agent
belongs to the group that it wants to leave. If it is, the group table (managed by the multicast
agent) must be updated. As a result, the leaving agent entry will be deleted from the list of
agent belonging to that group. Afterward, the channel that a leaving agent was using before
in order to send and receive multicast messages needs to be closed and removed
accordingly. Once a channel has been removed, the agent’s listener will pack an ACL
message containing information on the leaving member and will sent it to the every group
member’s queue.
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Fig.4.15: Group Creation Sequence Diagram
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Fig.4.16a: Group Joining Sequence Diagram
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Fig.4.16b: Group Joining Listener Sequence Diagram
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Fig.4.17a Group Message Sending Sequence Diagram
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Fig.4.17b Group Message Sending Listener Sequence Diagram
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Fig.4.18 Group Retrieving Sequence Diagram
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Fig.4.19a Group Leaving Sequence Diagram
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Fig.4.19b Group Leaving Listener Sequence Diagram

Chapter 5
Pit Game : a Reliable Group Communication Scenario
This chapter will deal with Pit Game which is used as a simplified trading scenario.
Section 5.1 will show real game rules. Section 5.2 will highlight the differences between a
real version and an electronic version. Section 5.3 will consider our electronic prototype
design and it will show how fair play can be reached through group communication. Then
how an electronic version of Pit game can be easily implemented on an architecture that is
strictly related to the one presented in Chapter 4 will be shown.

5.1 What is Pit Game?
Pit Game [Pit] is card game which we will use as a simplified trading scenario since it
covers some essential issues of trading environment avoiding extraneous matter [PNCO04].
In fact, Pit game involves concurrent activities, concurrent behaviours and rules designed to
ensure fair play. Thus, it is a good testbed for investigating issues of electronic agent
communication and institutional rules.
The scope of the game is to corner the market on Barley, Corn, Flax, Hay, Oats, Rye and
Wheat by trading cards with other players. Three to seven players can play the game with
nine cards in each suit. With three players three complete suits are supposed to be used, with
four players four complete suits, etc…One player is selected to shuffle the deck and deal out
nine cards to each player. The chosen card dealer should allow players 30 seconds to sort
their cards and decide on which commodity they will attempt to corner. When cards have
been sorted, the dealer strikes a bell and announces that the exchange is open. Then any
player can start to trade cards with other players. In order to trade, the player takes from his
hand one to four cards of the same suit, holds the cards up so that the suit do not show and
calls out “Trade one,one,one” or “Trade two, two, two”, up to four. If a player wants to
exchange cards with another player he has to call in return “one,one,one” and so on and
trade an equal number of cards of the same suit. Trading continues until a player gets nine
cards of the same suit. At all times a player can only see the face of his own cards, the other
cards cannot be distinguished since their backs have a uniform appearance.

5.2 Pit Game : Real World vs Electronic World
In the previous section what happens in the real game of Pit (i.e. when humans play) has
been briefly described. In electronic societies agents replace humans and, as humans do,
agents are supposed to follow rules and protocols. Different parts are involved in a Pit hand
(as shown in Fig.5.1) and, for every game section, rules have to be defined and rules
checking policies have to be implemented. However, in the real world there are behaviours
that cannot be easily represented in electronic societies. For example, in a real game
scenario, players look around to find and make eye contact with other players that want to
trade the same number of cards. If they wish to complete the trade they focus their attention
on each other and the cards are physically exchanged. If at any time a player decides not to
trade, this becomes immediately apparent. This game feature is not easy to reproduce in an
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electronic version of the game, where players (i.e. agents) could be in different locations and
communicate through messages.

Fig. 5.1 Pit Game

In the next sections we will focus on what is necessary in order to ensure fairness in a
game session. Then, we will show how the needed infrastructure is strictly related to the one
presented in Chapter 4 and how reliable multicasting and virtual synchrony play a very
important role in this context. However, we shall start from the following hypotheses:
 All the communication takes place on a channel. Let us consider a channels as a
place where agents can play the game (i.e. it could be a round table in a real
world). Every listening agent is able to observe all the flowing messages. Agents
can build up a sort of game history while the game is taking place or when the
game is already over. Furthermore, agents can implement different strategies
basing their moves on what they see on the channel. Actually, there could be more
than one channel during a game session. Every channel (with its own policy)
would involve only a part of the conversation. That is, different game phases
would use different channel policies, depending on the phase needs. Furthermore,
FIPA ACL messages could be used together with multicast capabilities (some
pieces of the conversation involves standard ACL messages and other pieces
involve multicasting capabilities). However, in our design the whole
communication takes place on one channel. This way, it is easier to exploit
multicasting features to ensure a fair play.
 Agents do not have any other way to communicate but the channel. However, in a
real computer based scenario, it becomes almost impossible to force agents to
exploit only the channel and not to employ any other communication feature. If
the underlying infrastructure allows agents to do this, something else should be
implemented (i.e. looking at the game history a third part could analyze agents’
behaviour and stop cheating behaviours).
 Channel mechanisms are trusted (i.e. channels cannot cheat)
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 A message sent by any of the group members reach all the group members
(multicasting) through the channel
 A channel can implement different strategies (i.e. reliable channel, unreliable
channel, FIFO message ordering, virtual synchrony, etc…)
 Agents get multicast messages on their private queues. The message sequence will
follow the channel policy
 Since we are dealing with a card game, after agents join a game session they
cannot leave the game group until the game is over, otherwise the game session
would be invalid. All the game initialization process should start again.
 Asymmetric encryption can be used during a game session in order to encrypt part
of the conversation. Agents have their own private and public keys

5.3 Pit Game : Towards an Electronic Prototype
In the Pit electronic version three to seven agents are able to play. As described above
(Fig. 5.1), different parts of Pit game have to be considered while developing an electronic
game prototype. Even though the design of every section is essential for a “good” game
implementation, we will mainly focus on Advertising and Trading as those phases are
actually involved with message multicasting and virtual synchrony features of the
underlying infrastructure that we described in chapters three and four.
We assume that the following operations are available to player agents (the operations are
basically the ones implemented in the infrastructure presented in Chapter 4):
 Create a named group
The agent creates a virtually synchronous named group
 Join a named group
The agent joins a named group
 Send a multicast messages to all the group members
A message is sent to all the group members through the virtually synchronous
channel
 Leave a named group
An agent can leave a group voluntarily or this event can be considered by other
group members to have occurred if the agent’s channel fails to respond to some
ping operation. Actually, agents should be able to understand if any other group
member left by looking a their queues. In fact, a leaving event should be notified
to any group member’s queue by the underlying architecture.
 Close a named group
A group creator can close a group. When a group is closed no agent can join or
leave that group. If they do so, some penalty should occur.
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Whenever an agent joins or leaves a group, every other group member will receive a
view update on his message queue. For further details on all the message infrastructure,
see design and implementation description on Chapter 4.
5.3.1 Pit Game : Initialization and Agents Location
Let us suppose that there is a game group. When the game starts, agent should be able to
locate other players. This could be done through a central server. It could also be done
automatically by the underlying architecture that would send identification of the agents that
join the game directly on the other players’ queues. When the number of players reached the
desired amount, the group creator should not allow any other players to join the game
group. Then, agent should start play.
5.3.2 Pit Game : Dealing out Cards
Dealing cards with a trusted dealer who does not play it is not a complicated issue. The
dealer could create electronic cards, insert a fixed number of cards in a box, encrypt every
box with the public key of the agent that will receive the cards, send the cards to that agent.
Only the addressee would be able to see the cards. Of course, we are supposing that the
dealer is trusted, that the dealer does not try to help any player and, eventually, that the
dealer does not play.
Problems arise whenever the dealer has to be one of the players. Then, he cannot be
considered a trusted entity since he would pursue his own profit and he would certainly try
to win the game. One of the possible approach is the one proposed in [SRA78] by Shamir,
Rivest and Adleman after the RSA algorithm itself [RSA78]. They discuss how to
implement a secure card game without any trusted dealer, a problem often denoted as
“Mental Poker”. Even though their approach was discovered to be insecure [Li79] (RSA
function leaks information about individual bits), we will not go into further details on this
since it is beyond the scope of this work. What we need to know is that algorithms that
allow to play mental poker do exist and can be implemented someway.
5.3.3 Pit Game : Player’s State Diagram Notation
At a given time (when initialization and dealing processes are finished), agents can be in
one of the player’s state diagram (Fig. 5.2) states 3 . We will focus for a moment on the UML
notation that is used in the state diagram.
An agent can receive an advertising message in any state. The notation when(something)
means that the transaction fires when the “something” condition becomes true. For instance,
when(want_to_adv) means that the transaction fires when the agent decides to advertise (i.e.
the condition want_to_adv becomes true when the agent’s mind is committed to advertise ).
State description follows below:

3

UML 2.0 [11]
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 notAdvertising : the agent is not advertising yet. As soon as he decides to make an
advertisement, he will switch to noOffers state. From this state he is able to check
if all his cards contain the same suit. If they do, he will switch to the winning state.
 noOffers : the agent is not making any trade offer yet. He can advertise cards, he
can try to make a trade offer (switching to madeOffer state), he can receive a trade
offer (switching to receivingOffer state).
 receivingOffers : The agent waits for players’ offers. From this state he can make a
trade offer (switching to madeOffer state), he can reply to an already received
trade offer (switching to madeReply state), he can change his mind about his last
advertisement.
 madeOffer : The agent has just made a trade offer. From this state he can decide to
cancel his trade offer (switching to waitingForCancel state) or he can receive two
matching trade offers with no cancel message in between (switching to
waitingForCancel state). For further details on these states and transition see
section 5.3.5.
 madeReply : The agent has just replied to a player’s trading offer. From this state
he can receive a cancel message from the agent that sent the trade offer (switching
to receivingOffer state) or he can receive two matching trade offer with no cancel
message in between (switching to agreement state). For further details on these
states and transition see section 5.3.5.
 waitingForCancel : The agent wishes to cancel his previous trade offer. From this
state he can receive two matching trade offers with no cancel message in between
(switching to agreement state) or he can receive the cancel message that he has
already published (switching to receivingOffer state). For further details on these
states and transition see section 5.3.5.
 agreement : The two trading agents reached a trading agreement. Now, they are
both committed to swap cards. From this state the agent can send card (switching
to sentCards state) or he can receive cards (switching to receivedCards state). For
further details on these states and transition see section 5.3.5.
 receivedCards : The agent has just gotten the cards that he was committed to
receive. From this state he has to send his cards to the trading agent (switching to
swappingOk state).
 sentCards : The agent has just sent the cards that he was committed to send. From
this state he has to receive cards from the trading agent (switching to swappingOk
state).
 swappingOk : The swapping process was successful. Now the agent is able to
check the new cards and start advertising again (switching to notAdvertising state)
 winning : The agent enters in the winning state if, after he swapped the cards, he
has all the cards of the same suit. Then, he will send a multicast message telling
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everybody that he has gotten a corner and which corner he has gotten. At this
point, the game can be restarted, including shuffling process (until an agent
reaches a certain amount of points and it is declared to be the winner).
Conditions follows below:
 want_to_adv: the agent decides to advertise cards.
 want_to_trade: the agent decides to make a trade offer.
 want_to_reply: the agent decides to reply to a trade offer that he has already
received.
 want_to_cancel: the agent decides to cancel a trade offer that he already made.
 want_to_send: the agent decides to send his cards.
 same_suit: the cards in the agent’s hand are all of the same suit.
 cards_ok: the exchange is successful.
Actions follows below:
 advertise n cards: the agent sends a multicast advertising message to all the group
members.
 make a trade offer : the agent makes a trade offer to a chosen agent.
 send (cancel message) : the agent wishes to cancel his trade commitment.
 send (cards and key) : the agents follows a card exchange protocol.
 last trade is over : If the trade is successful and the agents swap the cards, then
everyone involved in the trade sends a “last trade is over” message telling
everybody that he completed the trade and his last advertisement is not valid
anymore.
Diagram notes follows below:
 * Agents are not supposed to change their mind (about the made advertisements)
as much as they desire. Some kind of restriction should be adopted (i.e. sending a
different advertisement is possible if and only if the advertising agent has already
received three advertisements from somebody else).
 ** A trade offer is told to be compatible with the last advertisement if the
advertising agent trades the same cards (number and suit) that he has advertised
before (see section 5.3.5)
 *** Cards and keys are sent with the trading partner’s public key. That is, trading
agents are able to check if they have gotten the cards that their trading partners
were supposed to send. They can also verify if their trading partners are cheaters
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(i.e. if they sent different cards **). In fact, as we will explain in later sections,
whenever an agent advertises a certain number of cards, he is supposed to send an
encrypted message along with its advertisement. This message contains all the
cards that he wants to advertise. Other players do not know what the message
envelope (since it is encrypted) is. As soon as the gaming process is over, they will
get the key in order to open the message and they will be able to check if their
trading agents sent the right cards (i.e. the cards that they advertised before the
sending operation took place).
Agents are supposed to keep the same state for any event that is not illustrated in the state
diagram.
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Fig.5.2 : Player’s State Diagram
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5.3.4 Pit Game : Player’s State Diagram Notes
Whenever players are in Advertising state, they have no commitments to others at all. In
the real version of Pit they can make and break eye contact until they find a good partner to
trade with. At this point, a player beginning a card exchange with another must focus on that
operation.
On the other hand, in the electronic version card exchange could be an expensive
operation (cards are ciphered using asymmetric encryption), therefore every player wants to
be sure that the other party is committed to the transaction before beginning the exchange.
Actually, in order to have complete confidence that it is safe to start the card exchange
trading agents should achieve common knowledge[FHMV95] on their mutual commitment.
That is, A knows that B is committed, B knows that A is committed, A knows that B knows
that A is committed, B knows that A knows that B is committed, ad infinitum. Even though
it has been proven that common knowledge is not a achievable in a distributed system using
asynchronous communication on an unreliable network (i.e. MAS), various approximation
are possible [13,14]. Neiger and Toueg in [NT93] make use of a publication multicasting
primitive which is similar to the reliable group communication primitive that we use in our
electronic Pit game prototype design. Our publish primitive allows agents to publish
multicast messages and enables all the group agents to receive on their private queue what
has been published. For every message that is supposed to be public (i.e. advertise n cards,
make a trade offer) the publish primitive should be used. Asynchronously, agents rely on the
underlying infrastructure for multicast message sending, then the infrastructure (i.e.
channel) takes care of message delivering (i.e. in a virtually synchronous infrastructure
agents would get the same views and the same set of messages between views).

5.4 Fairness in a Pit Game Session : Reliable Group Communication and Virtual
Synchrony
During a game session, agents are supposed to follow rules and protocols. How can we
guarantee that those rules and protocols are really respected? Each group member needs to
have a way to verify that every other member is not cheating. As we mentioned in previous
sections, during a game, agents get multicast messages on their private queues. Then,
message order is established by the underlying infrastructure. In this case, we suppose that
our infrastructure is virtually synchronous with FIFO and TOTALLY message ordering.
Supposing that the architecture the agents rely on is a trusted entity, the message sequence
will create a sort of trustful game history on every group member’s queue. Looking at this
history and knowing what the channel policy is (FIFO and TOTALLY ordered virtual
synchrony) players will be able to check if any cheating process is (or was) taking place
during the game. Some of the rules that agents should follow are listed below. For every
rule, how virtual synchrony makes cheater discovering possible is explained:
If a player is not advertising, it cannot make any offer and it cannot consider any offer
from any other agent.
If an agent is in a notAdvertising state and it receives a trade offer from any other group
member, it cannot reply, unless it changes state (i.e. moving to noOffers state) (Fig.5.3,
Fig.5.4). However, if it is in a notAdvertising state, it is not supposed to receive any offer. In
fact, agents cannot make offers unless they have received at least one advertisement.
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Fig. 5.3 Pit Game : a correct message sequence Fig.5.4 Pit Game : a not authorized message sequence

A player can make a trade offer if it has gotten at least one advertisement (strongly
related to that offer) from a group member and if it has already sent his own advertisement
to the group (see state diagram for further explanation ).
The former condition can be checked by the channel TOTALLY ordered policy. If an
agent receives any advertisement and then replies, everybody would get the advertisement
before the reply message (Fig.5.5,Fig.5.6). If an agent makes a trade offer before getting any
advertisement, probably every other group member would get the offer without any related
advertisement. As a result, everyone can find out who is cheating. Actually, an agent could
reply before he gets any advertisement, but that would work only in the case that it received
an advertisement before it received back the message that it sent (as everyone would see the
same message order). However, in this case, the agent would be taking a risk and the
probability that he will be lucky would be really small.
The latter condition can be checked through the channel FIFO policy. In fact, whenever
an agent sent a trade offer before its related advertisement, every other agent would find out
that he is cheating.

Fig. 5.5 Pit Game : a correct message sequence

Fig.5.6 Pit Game : a not authorized message sequence
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An agent’s trade offer has to be compatible with his advertisement.
If an agent advertises three cards, when it comes to make an offer to someone that
already advertised the same number of cards, the agent is supposed to trade the same type of
cards that he has advertised before (and of course the same number of cards). This could be
done by sending an encrypted message along with the agent’s advertisement. Afterward, as
soon as the agent makes his trade offer and sends out its cards, it would be easy to check if
it sent the right cards (the ones that it was supposed to). This would be achieved just by
decrypting the message. The message could be decrypted with a private key that would be
known by all the agents involved in the trade as soon as the trading process is over.
When an agent receives an offer it has to be related with his last advertisement.
Whenever an agent advertises three cards, it can only receive a three cards offer,
otherwise it has to change his mind and it has to go for a new advertisement. If an agent
receives an offer which is not related to its last advertisement, it is supposed to drop it (i.e. it
cannot reply to any offer which is not related to its last advertisement; it has to send a new
advertisement first). FIFO policy comes useful in this scenario. In fact, since messages are
supposed to be received in the same order as they have been sent, it becomes trivial to check
what the agent’s last advertisement was and if it was compatible with its trade offer
(Fig.5.7,Fig.5.8).

Fig. 5.7 Pit Game : a correct message sequence

Fig.5.8 Pit Game : a not authorized message sequence

When an agent makes an offer it can wait for replies or it can decide to cancel the offer
that it made.
When an agent wants to cancel an offer that it has previously made, it is supposed to send
a cancel message. However, the offer is not cancelled unless the agent gets his cancel
message back before any offer that is related to the last one (Fig.5.9). For instance, if agent
A sends the offer “I want to trade with B”, then it is able to cancel his offer by sending a
cancel message, but it cannot be sure that this will happen until it gets its message back
(multicasting also means that the message will also reach the sender). If it gets a reply offer
from B (“I want to trade with A”) before the cancel message that it sent before, it is
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committed to trade anyway. On the other hand, if it gets its cancel message back before B's
reply, then the trade will be over and everyone else in the group will knows that (as we are
supposing that the channel adopts a TOTALLY ordered policy).
As a result, an agent is committed to swap cards when it receives on its message queue
two trade offers (one trade offer is the one that it sent and the second trade offer is the one
that an other agent sent to him). Furthermore, between the two offer messages, there should
not be any cancel message of any of the agents involved in the trade.
In this case, TOTALLY ordered multicasting plays a fundamental role. Every agent is
supposed to see all the messages in the same order and everyone will know if it is
committed to do something (i.e. to swap cards) or not. Fig. 5.7 illustrates (through a
sequence diagram) how a trading agreement can be achieved.

5.5 Pit Game over JADE Multicast Service : a Possible Approach
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 illustrated how a group communication architecture can be
designed and implemented using a JADE platform as a base agent platform. Chapter 5
showed a possible electronic Pit Game design. Now, we will sketch how an electronic
version of Pit Game can be built on top this architecture.
As previously stated, in order to play a fair game a virtually synchronous architecture
with FIFO and TOTAL message ordering needs to be implemented. Through this
architecture, rules and protocols described in section 5.4 would be guaranteed to be
respected. A JADE platform with our multicast service plug-in would allow agents to build
such an architecture.
A creator agent ( that is supposed to be one of the players) should create a Pit game group
in order to allow other agents to join that group and play. Group features should include
reliability, virtual synchrony, FIFO message ordering and TOTAL message ordering. Once
a Pit game group has been created, the group information will be available to every agent
running on the platform through the multicast agent that is running on the main container.
Once a certain number of agents joined the game group (the agents have to be at least three
and they cannot be more than seven), the group initiator has to close the group in order to
avoid any other agent to join that group and send multicast messages to that group (actually,
the close group function has not been implemented yet). After the game group has been
closed, agents can start play, and every playing member can be in one of the states
illustrated by fig.5.2 state diagram.
In order to publish all the information that need to be multicasted to every group member,
agents have to use the “sendMulticastMessage(AID sd, ACLMessage msg, Group g)”
method, where sd is the agent that is sending the message, msg is the message that has to be
sent and g is the recipient group. Thus, agents should pack a standard FIPA ACL message
first (i.e. containing the information to multicast either as a contentObject parameter or as a
Content parameter). Afterward, every agent that is playing the game would get the message
that was previously sent to the group on its own queue.
For instance, if agent A wants to advertise three cards, it should send a FIPA ACL
message with the String I am advertising three cards as a Content parameter to every
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player. Other agents will get the message (along with the other messages) on their queues.
Then, through a recovered game history, they should be able to check if anybody tried to
cheat or not (as explained in section 5.4).
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Fig.5.8 Trading Agreement Sequence Diagram

Chapter 6
Experimental Results, Future Work and Conclusions
6.1 JADE Multicast Service Testing
6.1.1 Testing Environment
The multicast service application has been tested on a Ethernet LAN with full support of
IP multicasting. Every host on the LAN was running a Linux operating system distribution.
JADE (version 3.2) was the base agent platform on which our multicast service was running
on. The JGroups version was 2.2.7. Most of the tests have been carried out on a three hosts
network, some of them on a single workstation with different JADE containers running on
it. Different testing scenarios have been created and run in order to test different
multicasting capabilities.
As our multicast service application is not supposed to have any GUI in order to work
correctly, a special testing GUI has been introduced to make the application suitable for
some tests (fig.6.1). Every view or message is also displayed (in a real-time fashion) on a
Java frame shown by fig.6.2 (that represents the agent’s queue where all the multicast
messages are delivered).
Through the special GUI, any agent can have direct access to all the group management
functions, that is, it can create, join, leave a group, get group information, send a multicast
message to a group. Group name and group communication features can also be chosen. All
these tasks have been manually tested with a population of multiple agents running on
different nodes.
On the other hand, through the test button, different sequential operations are carried out.
More specifically, two groups are created (TestGroup1 and TestGroup2) by the agent that is
running the test, then an already existent group (TestGroup3) is joined by the same agent
and eventually, numbered multicast messages are sequentially sent to TestGroup3 every
second. In the meantime, in order to perform the test successfully, a new agent has to be
started on a new container. It is supposed to join TestGroup3, wait for some seconds and
then leave the group. More details are provided in the next section (6.1.2).
Also, a logging service has been created in order to log any view change or multicast
message that gets to the agent’s queue. For every running agent, there is a log file
representing the agent’s queue (all the multicast stuff that hits the queue will be logged on
this file). Moreover, for every group that is joined or that is created by any agent, special
files act as filters for the agent’s queue. For instance, let us suppose that agentA creates
groupG1; then a agentA:queue log file (which is a sort of virtual agent’s queue) will be
created in order to log queue events. Furthermore, a agentA:groupG1 file will be created in
order to log groupG1 events (i.e. all the message and views that are addressed to groupG1).
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Fig.6.1 Group GUI

Fig.6.2 Agent’s queue

6.1.2 Some Test Results
The log files that have been created during all the application tests where really useful in
order to identify bugs and propose solutions. Part of the virtually synchronous correctness
was analyzed through those log files. A typical test scenario is generated by the test button
of the group GUI. Three agents are running on the platform: agent1 on the main container,
agent2 on a second container and agent3 on a third container. When agent1 starts, it
immediately creates TestGroup3. Then agent2 can run its own test application, that is, it
first creates TestGroup1 and TestGroup2 and then it joins TestGroup3. Afterwards, it begins
sending messages to TestGroup3 every second. While agent2 is sending its multicast
messages, agent3 joins TestGroup3, it waits some time and then it leaves the group. Now,
by looking at the log files it is quite easy to show if the virtually synchronous paradigm is
working or not. In fact, after agent3 joined and then left the group, every other group
member (agent1 and agent2 in this particular case) should have gotten on its own queue
both the view changes (the join view change and the leave view change). Furthermore,
between the two view changes, the same set of messages should have been received by
agent1 and agent2. Similar test cases have been generated in order to verify the correct
message ordering.
Regarding the multicast performance, the use of plain IP multicast technology for low
level communication makes our application perfectly suitable on a LAN. In fact, even if the
number of agents increases, there is no bandwidth wasting, as sending a message to n
recipients does not imply that n messages have to be sent, but it simply implies that only one
message for all the addressees have to be sent. On the other hand, on a WAN some problem
arises, as we will discuss in section 6.2.1.
Furthermore, creating a group and joining a group can take some time (7 to 8 seconds),
since a lot of data structures have to be initialized and synchronized in order to make them
suitable for every distributed slice that belongs to the service. These operations take time
also because a virtually synchronous architecture requires a really high degree of
synchronization. Thus, creating or joining a virtually synchronous group, even though it
provides benefits at a semantic level, can be quite resource-consuming to implement. On the
contrary, once a virtually synchronous infrastructure has been built up, sending a message to
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a group over a JGroups channel is quite fast and scales quite well with the number of agents
that belong to a certain group. Eventually, our multicast service application behaves quite
well in all those scenarios with a not high percentage of agents that join or leave a group in
a small amount of time, while it performs quite poorly where agents continuously keep on
joining and leaving groups.

6.2 Possible Future Work
Further work on our multicast service architecture could be carried out by following
some of the criteria that are listed in the next subsections.
6.2.1 Simulated Multicast
As explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, our multicast service architecture is based on
plain IP multicast technology, that is, a multicast address range (multicast datagrams travel
on UDP sockets) is used in order to send and receive group messages. However, Appendix
A shows how this architecture could not be really suitable in a WAN scenario, since routers
along the path could drop multicast messages. Future work should be addressed toward a
simulated multicast architecture, that is, agents should be able to communicate through
simulated multicast messages as well as IP multicast ones.
Actually, by simulated multicast we mean that the atomic operation of sending a message
to a group of agents (i.e. sending only one message despite of the agent number) is replaced
by sending n messages, if n is the agent number. This form of communication wastes more
bandwidth than plain IP multicast, but it would allow agents to interact in a WAN scenario,
preserving group communication semantics.
6.2.2 Group oriented ACL Message
As stated in section 3.2.2, our implementation makes use of the standard FIPA ACL
message, even though it would require a group oriented modified message (that we describe
in Chapter 3). Our infrastructure allows group communication, but the information content
is carried over a standard FIPA ACL message. Future work could be addressed towards a
group oriented ACL message, by which the underlying infrastructure would only need to
look at the message content and sent the multicast message to a group or a single agent (for
further details see section 3.2.2).
6.2.3 Multicast Agent – Requesting Agent interactions
Our implementation provides a single multicast agent entity that acts as a central server
and contains all the information that the multicast service slices (that run on different
containers) need in order to interact and operate correctly. However, a single entity, even
though it is easier to manage, can be a bottleneck for system stability and performance. In
fact, should the multicast agent crash, there is no backup system and the multicast agent
would not be recovered. Future work should go towards a backup multicast agent
implementation in order to make the system more robust.
Furthermore, multicast agent - requesting agent interactions follow an agent software
development paradigm. On the other hand, communication with a central entity could by
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implemented using classic RMI method calls with neither requesting agent nor multicast
agent implementation.

6.3 Conclusions
This work has mainly focused on reliable multicasting and virtual synchrony in
multiagent systems. These concepts turned out to be really important in some particular
scenarios as trading scenarios, auction sales scenarios, and many others where the agent’s
knowledge about what the other agents know is fundamental. We showed how our reliable
group communication can increase the agent’s knowledge about the world that surround the
agent itself (i.e. the other group members). We start from the FIPA multicast specifications,
arguing that FIPA does not talk about any multicast or group capability. Thus, we introduce
the group concept in order to move forward and talk about how agents can interact with
groups and manage groups. Then, we propose a model where agents can freely choose what
communication kind they want to use (along with standard FIPA communication) in order
to fulfil their needs. That is, we strongly argue that FIPA asynchronous communication is
not the only way to interact. On the contrary, agents should be able to choose, as humans
do, what is the best communication type for their needs. Some particular forms of group
communications (as virtual synchrony) are then analysed, along with the design and the
implementation of a JADE platform plug-in (our multicast service architecture) that allows
agents to communicate in such a way. Finally, a simplified trading scenario is proposed as a
case study in order to illustrate how the previous described concepts could be applied to a
real-life scenario.
Part of the work has been published in [Cran05].
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Appendix A
IP Multicasting
A.1 Unicast, Broadcast and Multicast over TCP/IP
If information has to be transmitted to various hosts on the net, then multicast technology
should be employed (i.e. sending a audio/video stream to conference members). When a
packet is sent from one sender process to one addressee process this can be seen as unicast.
TCP protocol is unicast oriented, UDP support a lot of more paradigms, that is why this is
the one mainly used for multicast communication.
Sending data that consume a lot of bandwith can be a challenge, above all if data have to
be sent to multiple recipients. Three solution could be employed in this process: unicast,
broadcast or multicast. To establish a unicast connection with each recipient is not an
affordable solution; if a single connection can be bandwidth consuming, hundred or more
connections would collapse the network. Broadcast could be a solution to the problem, but
only if we want all the hosts in the LAN to receive the data stream. Packets will be sent only
once and all the hosts on the LAN will get the data sent to the broadcast address. The
problem arises when not all the hosts want to receive the data stream, but only a subset of
them; furthermore broadcast works fine only inside a local area network; if a host resides
outside the LAN boundaries, then packets cannot be transmitted. The best solution to the
problem seems to be sending packets to a certain multicast address, then all the hosts
wanting to receive those packets must be aware of packets with that destination address, get
them when they traverse the network and pass them to the IP layer.
The range of Ip addresses is divided into different classes based on the high order bits of
a 32 bits Ip addresses (fig.A.1). D class concerns multicast addresses; therefore every IP
datagram whose destination address starts with “1110” is a multicast datagram. The
remaining 28 bits identify the group the datagram is supposed to be sent to. However, some
special multicast group must not be used by any application; they are designed for special
purposes only. All these special multicast addresses are published on “Assigned numbers”
RFC [RFC].
Bit -->

0

31
+-+----------------------------+
|0|
Class A Address
|
+-+----------------------------+
+-+-+--------------------------+
|1 0|
Class B Address
|
+-+-+--------------------------+
+-+-+-+------------------------+
|1 1 0|
Class C Address
|
+-+-+-+------------------------+
+-+-+-+-+----------------------+
|1 1 1 0| MULTICAST Address
|
+-+-+-+-+----------------------+
+-+-+-+-+-+--------------------+
|1 1 1 1 0|
Reserved
|
+-+-+-+-+-+--------------------+

Address Range:
0.0.0.0 - 127.255.255.255

128.0.0.0 - 191.255.255.255

192.0.0.0 - 223.255.255.255

224.0.0.0 - 239.255.255.255

240.0.0.0 - 247.255.255.255
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Fig.A.1: Ip address classes

A.2 Level of Conformance
On a net, hosts can be in three different levels of conformance, according to they
multicast capabilities.
Level 0 means that no support for Ip multicasting is provided. Many routers and hosts on
Internet are still in this state, since ip multicast support is not mandatory in IPv4
specifications, even though it is in IPv6 specifications. Hosts on level 0 cannot send or
receive multicast datagrams. They have to ignore packets sent by other multicast capable
hosts.
Level 1 means that support for sending multicast datagrams is provided, but support for
receiving multicast datagrams is not provided. In fact, to send multicast datagrams is not
mandatory to join a multicast group. Actually, few additions are needed in order to make
Level 0 hosts Level 1 hosts.
Level 2 means full support for Ip multicasting. Hosts are able to send and receive
multicast traffic. They can join and leave groups and they have to know how to propagate
this in formation to multicast routers. This would include an Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) implementation in the TCP/IP protocol stack.

A.3 Sending and Receiving Multicast Datagrams
Multicast traffic is handled by UDP transport level, since TCP is a point-to-point
protocol, particularly designed for one-to-one interactions. Basically, an application needs
to open an UDP socket and fill the destination slot with a valid multicast address. Processes
wanting to receive particular multicast messages have to notify the kernel about which
multicast group they are interested in, that is, which group the kernel is supposed to join on
which interface. The UDP layer uses the destination address and the destination port to
decide which sockets to deliver the datagram to. If a process is not interested in receiving
multicast datagrams anymore, it has to inform the kernel that it wants to leave the group.
The kernel will still accept datagrams if any other process had been registered with the same
group and it is still interested in those multicast datagrams.

A.4 IGMP protocol
In the previous sections we talked about how hosts should be able to join or leave groups
in order to send/receive multicast datagrams. We finally said that for Level 2 capable hosts
an IGMP protocol implementation is required. What happens in those hosts is that they tell
their routers which multicast traffic they are interested in. Then those routers tell their upstream routers that they want to receive that traffic an so on. Algorithms for making the
decision of when to ask for a group’s traffic or saying that is not desired anymore can be
quite different. What is always the same is how this information is transmitted. IGMP is
required for this data transmission, it is quite similar to ICMP and all the Level two capable
hosts need to implement it. The protocol is used for by hosts that have to give membership
to their routers and by routers that have to communicate the group information to other
routers. Three version of IGMP protocol exist: we will provide only a IGMPv1 description,
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since it is still widely used and IGMPv2 adds just some new feature, but the basic concepts
are the same. An IGMP version 1 description follows:
In IGMPv1 the “Max Resp Time” field is labelled as “Unused”, it is zeroed when the
message is sent and it is ignored when the message is received. The “Type” field is divided
into two 4-bit fields: “Version” and “Type”. Routers send IGMP Host Membership Queries
with all-hosts group (224.0.0.1) once every two minutes with a TTL of 1. All the capable
host can hear the message, even though they will answer later, to avoid network
congestions. When a timer (one for every host) expires, the host reply with an IGMP Host
Membership report to the multicast address of the reported group. All the group member
whose the timer is not expired yet receive the message too. Therefore they stop their timers
and do not send reports anymore. The router needs to know that there are members
belonging to the group, not how many. If no report are received, the router assumes that no
members are left and it does not have to forward traffic for that group on that subnet.
When a host joins a new group, a report to that group is sent by the kernel, then the
process does not have to wait until a new membership query is received. No reports are sent
for all-hosts group. The membership in this case is permanent.

Appendix B
UML Diagrams
All the UML diagrams referenced throughout this thesis work have been collected here.

Fig.B.1: Group update operation (old architecture)
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Fig.B.2: Group update operation (new architecture)
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Fig.B.3 : Multicast Service Class Diagram overview
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Fig.B.4: Group Creation Sequence Diagram
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Fig.B.4a: Group Joining Sequence Diagram
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Fig.B.4b: Group Joining Listener Sequence Diagram
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Fig.B.5a Group Message Sending Sequence Diagram
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Fig.B.5b Group Message Sending Listener Sequence Diagram
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Fig.B.6 Group Retrieving Sequence Diagram
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Fig.B.7a Group Leaving Sequence Diagram
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Fig.B.7b Group Leaving Listener Sequence Diagram

